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Abstract

Hardware for the data conversion required by a Scanned Probe Microscope controller is

designed and built. This ha¡dwa¡e is used to implement a DSP-based generic digital control-

ler. The generality of the system is kept whenever possibte to allow for compatibility with a

wide range of SPMs.
The controller is built a¡ound a Motorola 5600i Digital signal Processor. This processor

is then interfaced to 486DX2-66IBM compatible Personal Computer, through an ISA bus

prototype card. The custom built hafdwafe includes a printed ci¡cuit boa¡d that implements

all data conversion to and from the analogue a¡d digital domains. The VO boa¡d incorporates

optically isolated 20-bit digital-to-analogue converters and 18-bit analogue+o-digitai con-

vèrters. Six, input and output channels with th¡ee outputs amplified to implement the control

signals of a PZT positioner are implemented in the VO boa¡d. The VO boa¡d usefulness and

generality is maintained by using an FPGA to program the interface to the Digital Signal

Processor.
Softwa¡e to implement a Proponional lntegral (PI) controller on the DSP is written. The

controller's generaìity is kept by allowing one or two images to be obtained at the same time.

The softwa¡e running on the DSP generates all control signals to control a single closed loop

plus a positioner, such as the case of the raster signal for aPZT. The DSP software also han-

dles coa¡se approach to the sample through a stepper motor,

lv
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CHAPTER.I Introduction

1,1 Reason For Undertaking This Thesis

Scanned Probe Microscopes (SPMs) such as the Scanning Tunnelling

Microscope (STM), and Scanning Force Microscope (AFM) have been around for

about a decade. However, it has not been until relatively recently that digital control

systems for these devices have appeared in the field. This is due to the rapid

advances in VLSI technology, namely data converters such as Digital to Analog

ConveÍers (DACs) and Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs), and Digital Signal

P¡ocessors (DSPs). There are a variety of mixed commercial instruments that

incorporate some of the abilities of a digital system, however they are limited as

well as very expensive.

Since the invention of the STM and AFM, many variations of these inshuments

have been introduced to the field, now known as Scanned Probe Microscopy

(SPM). All these instruments require similar control signals, and hence a generic
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lnt.oduction

controlìer that will adapt to the majority of these instruments can be constructed.

The Purpose of this thesis project is to design and implement a DSP based generic

digital control system for SPMS.

1,2 The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

As mentioned before there are various types of microscopes that work on the

principle ofa scanning probe. A good representative and by far the most popular'

is the AFM. Invented in 1985 by G. Binnig with Ch. Gerber and C.F

Quarelref.1,2l.

G. Binnig came across the idea of the AFM by drawing from previous

experiences from the STM, The STM makes uses ofthe tunnelling current between

a very sharp tip and a conductive sample, to obtain a topographical interpretation

of the sample. Binnig realized that the force between the tip and the sample could

be used instead of the tunnelling current. Subsequent calculations showed that it

was possible to construct a cantilever with a weak enough spring constant, in order

to measure the atomic force between a single atom in the tip and a single atom in

the sample. The arrangement for either the AFM or STM is show in Figure 1.

FtcURE 1. AFM tip over sample surface

Des¡gn & Intplenrcttatíon oJ An Al[ Digital SPM Controller



lntroduct¡on

Using the atomic force instead ofthe tunnelling current has the advantage ofbeing

abÌe to image non-conducting as well as conducting surfaces. However, the

sensitivity of the tunnelling current is higher, and thus yields more details of the

surface. This is due to the fact that the tunnelling current in the STM has the

following form:

, ,,1þ
(EO 1)

Where I is the tunnelling current, Q is a function of the tip and the surface work

functions, and z is the separation between the tip and surface. In the AFM the

signal of interest has the form:

E-V. (EO 2)

Where F is the atomic force exerted by the tip on the sample, K is the spr.ing

constant of the cantilever, and z is the deflection of the tip from is rest position.

Hence when high resolution (Atomic resolution < Angstrom) is required, and a

conductive sample is being analysed, the STM should be used.

In both of these instruments an image is obtained by lastering the tip over the

sample, and keeping the control signal constant. In the STM this is the tunnelling

cuffent, and in the AFM the deflection of the cantilever is used. As the tip is

rastered keeping the control signal constant, contours of constant contact

force(AFM) or constant tunnelling curent (STM) are obtained. This is done by a

closed loop feedback, and is one ofthe functions ofthe control system. These equi-

force or equi-cunent contours are then assemble into a representation of the sample

Design & lnplenetttation of An All Dig¡tal SPM Controllet



lntroduct¡on

surface topography. This representation can be of several types, wire mesh,

greyscale, cross-sections, or 3D assimilations. A sample of cross-sections and

greyscale representations are shown on chapter 2 under section of Image Display

Systent

1,.2,1 FeedbackMechanism

FIGURE 2. AFM Feedback Mechanism

As the sample is rastered beneath the cantilever, the cantilever deflection x

changes due to va¡iations in surface topography. A desired deflection xo is selected

as the setpoint. The tip deflection from its equilibrium point is then compared to

the setpoint and the error e is calculated as:

(Eo 3)

Where this is then used to correct the Z height of the sample. Since for e greater

than zero too much force is being exerted on the tip by the sample, the sample is

moved down, by an amount defined by the control system algorithm. This is

Design & Inplenletúatio of An All Dígital SPM Co trcller



lntroduction

known as negative feedback, and the ability of the control system to compensate

for this enor is the control system's performance.

1,2.2 The Rastering Signals

In all SPMs the probe is rastered relative to the sample under observation. This

can be accomplished by either rastering the probe over the sample, or vice versa.

Our AFM head uses the later technique. In order to achieve the fine movements

required by these microscopes, piezoelectric ceramics a¡e used. These devices are

widely used as electromechanical transducers to obtain minute movements and for

micropositioning. Piezoelectric materials are cha¡acterized by their ability to

expand or contract when under the influence of an electric field. Their movement

can be approximated by a linea¡ relation although in practice they are both nonlin-

ear and hysteretive:

d = Kpv (EO 4)

Where d is the distance moved by the piezoelectric material (piezo), v is the voltage

applied along the axis of motion, and K is a constant characteristic of the material

and its geometry. Typical values for K are in the order of 100 Angtroms/Volt for

commercially available piezo positioners.

Ea¡lier STMs and AFMs used a variety of piezoelectric actuators. Tripods, made

up of three separate piezos glued together in an orthogonaì fashion provided

motion in three dimensions X, Y, andZ. The motion inside the plane of the sample

or perpendicular to the probe to sample separation axis is usually labelled X and Y,

Design & Intplenentation of An All Dig¡tal SPM Controller
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while Z refers to the motion along the probe-to-sample distance axis. The tripod

arrangement proved to be mechanically complex, and suffered from various

undesired characte¡ìstics, such as low mechanical resonance, large crosstalk

between piezo rods, and small scan range lref .3,4].

Newer SPM systems use almost exclusively the tube scanner. This device is a

hollow cylinder of piezoelectric material with a single electrode on the inner wall

and four symmetrical longitudinal electrodes on the outer wall as show on Figure 3.

X

1_
)_-___> 

L

Y'
Z electrode

FIGURE 3. Tube scânner

These tubes are machined from a solid piece of piezoelectric material, metallized

to form electrodes. The piezo tube is sectored into five electrodes to give

orthogonal X, Y and Z motion. The piezo has solid electrode on the inside of the

tube, which is used as the Z electrode. The outside of the tube is partitioned into

four quadrants along the long axis of the tube. Two oposite quadrants are then used

as the positive and negative X electrodes, and the other two are used for the Y

electrodes. Movement is achieved by applying voltages to these electrodes. The

+/- X electrodes
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piezo tube in the AFM is the one purchased from Park Scientific Insruments[75]

and has the following nominal sensitivities:

x, = ez!.'v
À

Kr,, = 240i

1,3 The Scanning Resistance Microscope (SRM)

The idea for the SRM was first developed by D. J. Thomson at the Electrical

Engineering Department of the University of Manitoba. The SRM works very

much like an AFM with a very impofiant difference, the scanning tip is conductive

and biased with a voltage as the tip is held against the surface. This is done to map

out resistance of the sample and topography at the same time. The topography

information is not really the important data. It is a sidefect of keeping constant

pressure of the tip on the sample. This is required to avoid changes in tip to sample

resistance due changes in contact area (i.e. contact area varies with applied

pressure).

The feedback mechanism for the keeping a constant force on the surface is

identical to the AFM. From the resistance information additional images are

fo¡med. Resistance images are very much like topography, difference being only

on the physical interpretation of the data. The feedback mechanism again is

identical to that of topography, with the exception of current being the control

signal as opposed tip force in the topography.

The SRM can hardly be characterized by a simple cunenlvoltage characteristic

curve as this curve depends on many factors, such as pressure on the sample, tip
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geometry, material characteristics for the tip, and material characteristics for the

sample to name a few. A more detailed explanation of this instrument can be found

in Jochonia N. Nxumalo's research papers[ref.5,6] and C. Shafai's MSc thesis

lref.7l.

1,3.1 SRM Feedback Rastering Mechanism

As mentioned above the feedback mechanism for the SRM is very similar to

the AFM. In the AFM the force applied to the surface by the tip is detected and

the height ofthe sample is adjusted to compensate for any deviations from a pre-

scribed setpoint. In the SRM two feedback loops are necessary. One keeps the

force being applied to the surface constant (AFM loop), and the other keeps the

current flowing from the tip to the sample constant (SRM loop).

The integral compensating function has the property of achievìng zero error if
we wait long enough for the feedback to settle. This is done by integrating the

error, which is then applied as the compensating signal, as long as there is an er¡or

the integral keep on growing until it converges to the desired setpoint, It should be

noted that this works as long as there is negative feedback or in othe¡ words the

accumulating enor is converging towards the desired response, if the error moves
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in the opposite direction positive feedback is said to occur and the compensating

signal diverges. The following block diagram depicts negative feedback.

FtcUBE 4. Negative Feedback Block diagram

The rastering of the tip over the sample is also done in the same manne!' as the

AFM, The sample is mounted on a piezo tube (PZT) transducer and triangular

voltage waves are applied to the +X, -X, +Y, and -Y electrodes in order to obtain

sweeping in the X axis that is 512 times faster then the Y axis. An image of 256 by

256 points is obtained in the down sweep ofthe Y axis and a second one on its way

up. Depending on the electronics, both SRM and AFM images are obtained on one

pass ofthe y sweep, or one AFM on one sweep and one SRM on the second sweep.

However due to hysteresis of the PZT positioner Corresponding images on even

rows of the same image must agree with each other in X, Y direction scan, and scan

frequency. The following are the parameters for the SRM PZT scanner:

À

Kz = 133:,

À

Kx v = 1200 ,
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1,4 Scanning Probes

There are several different types of probes used in SPMs. These probes are

optim.ized for the particular microscope they work on. That is to say they are char-

acferized by the properties required by the pa¡ticular type of microscope they

work on. Some of these properties are: tip sharpnes, cantilever resonant fre-

quency, and whether the tip is conducting or not. The following two subsections

describe the probes used in AFMs, and those used in the Scanning Resistance

Microscope (SRM).

7,4,1 AFM Scanning probes

AFM probes are usually comprised of a very sha¡p tip attached at the end of a

very flexible beam or cantilever. This cantilever acts as a very weak spring that

keeps the tip in contact with the sample surface when scanning. It is desired that

this spring be very weak for a variety ofreasons, one of them being that we do not

want to damage the surface as we scan it. Calculations ofthe forces between

atoms also leads to the conclusion that the cantilever must be very flexible, in

order to track the surface at or approaching the atomic level. Consideration ofthe

deflection detection method of the cantilever also requires that the probe be as pli-

able as possible, since more movement of the cantilever will yield a more detecta-

ble signal, and hence a better signal to noise ratio. However when we consider

ambient vibrations we require that they be decoupled from the cantileve¡ and

hence we want the cantilever to remain stationary relative to the sample. This

requires a stiff spring constant, and hence a comprornise is made between the res-

olution we require, and the noise coupled into data
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The resonant frequency of the control system as a rvhole should be kept as high

as possible to allow data acquisition at a reasonable rate. This limitation arises due

to the fact that any control system will oscillate if operated at or above its resonant

frequency. The resonant frequency of the cantilever when modelled as a simple

mass spring system is given by:

(Eo 5)

where k is the spring constant ofthe cantilever, lao is the effective mass loading of

the spring, and ¡ is the unitless mathematical constant 3.14t592. From (eq. 5) it

can be concluded that we can reduce the spring constant of the cantilever, meeting

the requirement to keep the spring as flexible as possible, if at the same time we

reduce the effective mass loading the spring. This ensures that the resonant

frequency of the spring will be sufficiently high to allow reasonably fast data

acquisition.This is one of the reasons why typical AFM tips are small, and

somewhat hard to handle.

Typical cantilever lenghts a¡e in the order of a millimetre. AFM tips today are

micromachined using standard microlitographic methods [ref,8]. The most

popular tips are made in batch processes from silicon nitride (Si3Na), making them

very reliable and relatively inexpensive. Silicon nitride is unusually resistant to

mechanical fatigue. Probes constructed from this matelial can be flexed trough an

angle of 90o to their relaxed position without breaking. Another advantage of these

tips is that the back or top of the cantilever is usually made flat and can be usually

coated with other material such as metals. This is useful in the deflection detection

^ tfk
'" 2nln"
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processes, discussed on the following section, or when a conducting cantilever is

required.

1,4,2 SRM Scannìng Probes

Conducting AFM probes have successfully been used as SRM probes[ref.7].

Tungsten tips were initially used, but proved to be less than ideal, today diamond

tips doped with Boron are used.

Tungsten tips are made by simply elctrochemicaly etching tungsten wire. One

end of a tungsten wire of diameter of approximately 250 pm is placed in a bath of

NaOH solution with a concentration of 4M (M = mole / l). A cunent is passed

through the tungsten wire, into the solution, and collected by a second electrode (i.e

one end ofthe tungsten serves as the first electrode). As the submerged part ofthe

tungsten etches the first electrode disappears, thus ending the current etching

process. Since the etching process of is anisotropic, that is different etching rates

in different direction, a very sharp tip is formed at the end of the wire. These tips

have typical radii of curvature of about 500 nm [ref.7] (i.e. if we approximate the

apex of the tip as a sphere, we can characterize its sharpness by the radius of that

sphere).

Tungsten tips work satisfactorily at large scales, however since their

characteristic radii are on the order of half a micron (1 micron = 10-6 metres = 1

pm), the minimum feature size we can "see" in the lateral direction is roughly about

the same size[ref.5,6]. For this and other reasons [ref.5,6] a boron doped diamond

tip is now used. These tips are constructed by polishing a diamond, along its
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crystalline planes. This forms a triangular apex with a characteristic angle of ó0o.

The diamond is then doped with boron, to give it metallic like conduction

properties. This diamond apex is then mounted on platinum wire of about the same

diameter as the tungsten wire. A typical radius of curvature for this type of SRM

tip is 100 nm.

Both the tungsten tip or diamond tip are then spring mounted in a tube a the that

has been attached at the end of a V shaped molybdenum cantilever as shown in

Figure 5.

FlcuRE 5. SRM Cantilever and probe

Typical parameters for such cantilevers are: spring constant K=15 N/m, and overall

resonant frequencyf = 600 Hz (i.e. with probe attached to the end of cantilever).

1,5 Deflection Detection Schemes

There are several deflection detection schemes. The more popular two are Opti-

cal beam deflection, and Fibre Interferometry detection. Deflection detection

schemes are characterized by their resolution, dynamic range, and ease of imple-

mentation. The desired characteristics in a deflection detection scheme are: very
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high resolution, large dynamic range, good stability, and that it does not interfere

with the operation of the cantilever. The first deflection detection scheme used by

Binnig on the first AFM, used a tunnelling tip held stationary above the back of a

conducting cantilever as shown in Figure 6

Piezo
Thbe

AFM Tip on
Cantilever

,S---....-.Tunnelling Tip

Piezo
TubeSample

FIcURE 6. Tunnelling current monitor

As the name implies this detection method works on the same principle as the STM

where the current tunnelling from the tip to the AFM cantilever is defined for the

STM. Since the tunnelling current increases exponentially with decreasing

separation, this scheme has the advantage of being very sensitive, Typically the

current changes by a factor of 10 for every angstrom of separation between the

tunnelling tip and the back of the AFM cantilever. This detection scheme is

excellent as far as resolution is concerned, however it suffers from the same

disadvantages as the STM. Its performance depends on the quality ofthe tunnelling

cunent and suffers from the 1/f noise inherent in the cuûent[ref. 9]. Furthermore

the tunnelling tip becomes increasingly noisy as they are used. This method also

relies on two tips (one tracking the surface, and the other.tracking the tip on the
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surface), and tunnelling current depends on the local tunnelling prope¡ties ofthese

tips. For this reasons most AFMs today use the Optical beam deflection scheme.

The SRM uses a old technology to implement a new function. The SRM uses a

capacitance sensor from an RCAru videodisc player as explained in the next

subsection. The other two schemes will be explained in the following subsections.

1.5.1 Deflection Detection with the Capacitance Sensor

The SRM curently uses an RCATM Capacitance Senso¡, The setup is as show

in Figure 7

FIcURE 7. Capacitance Sensor Setup

The Capacitance Sensor is a nonlinear device, and produces a characteristic voltage

Vo that is roughtly shaped like a bell with varying distance of separation of the

parallel plate capacitor. During operation the capacitor is usually biased to one side

of the bell curve and the control signal for the feedback is linearized about that

point. The Capacitance Sensor scheme is very sensitive to movements of the

scanning tip, however it is also very sensitive to extraneous movement, and the

current going though the tip, couples into the sensor. The exact nature of this

Parallel Plate Capacitor

Spring Mounted tip
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coupling is not yet know [ref. 10]. These factors tend to make the capacitance

sensor very sensitive and somewhat hæd to use. Despite all these flaws, the SRM

has successfully used this sensor for the past couple of years. One of the advantages

of the Capacitance Sensor is that it does not interfere (electrically) with the tip or

sample, and it does not require the tip to be conducting.

1.5.2 Optical Beam Deflection Scheme

There are mainly two types of optical deflection methods; optical beam deflec-

tion which takes advantage of sensitivity of light to it path direction, and interfer-

ometry which makes use of the interference properties of light. The latter will be

discussed in the next subsection. The setup for the former scheme is as shown in

Figure 8

Laser or LED

Posilion Sensit¡ve
Photo Deteclor

FIcURE 8. Optical Beam Deflection Setup

Both optical deflection methods are capable of resolutions up to 0.1,/i Both of

these methods are insensitive to the roughness of the cantilever, are relatively

insensitive to thermal drifts by comparison with tunnetling, and do not suffer from

the l/f noise inherent in the tunnelling current. Noise due to photons bouncing of

AFM Tip on
Cantilever
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the surface on the cantilever is for most experiments negligible and is on the order

of l0-19 for a I mW of power from the light beam[ref.1l].

In the above setup a laser or laser diode is shone at a mirror. This mirror is

mounted on a lever that allows it to be positioned on the back ofthe cantilever. The

reflection of the beam bouncing of the tip is then detected by split cell

photodetector, Naming the upper cell A and the lower cell B we calculate the

signals A+B which tells us if the beam is properly positioned to be detected, and

A-B which is then a measure of the deflection of the tip. Before lowering the tip on

the sample, the photodetector (Position Sensitive PhotoDetector pSDp) is

positioned so that half the beam shines on each cell (i.e. A+B=maximum, A-B=0).

1.5,3 Fibre Interferometer Detection Scheme

Optical beam schemes are very reliable but they require a mir¡or-like surface

on the back ofthe cantilever, and a¡e not as accurate as the fibre interferometer

setup as show below.

Non.ReflectiYc Lsse¡ or LDD

AFM Tip on
Cantilever

Sample

FIGURE L Fibre Interferometer Detection Setup
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In this setup all we need to position on top ofthe cantilever is a optical fibre. This

detection scheme works on the wavelike properties of light. A coherent light

source is sent though a 2x2 coupler which splits the beam into 2 of equal power.

At the fibre air interface approximately 4Vo is rcflected due to the mismatch in the

index of refraction of glass and air (the fibre core is glass). From the light that

passes on to air some of it is reflected back into the fib¡e. The optical power due

to the sum of these reflections are detected by the optical power detector. Since the

phase ofthe difference between the reflections va¡ies with the distance of the target

(cantilever) from the fibre end, the characteristic function of the optical power

detector will be a sum of two sinusoids, which in itself is a sinuosoid with period

of Iin the distance of the fibre to the cantilever. Where l. is the wavelength of the

light used and for our fibre interferometer it is 850nm. One of the major drawbacks

of this system is that the laser is very sensitive to feedback generated by the

interferometer, and leads to noise in the detected signal. Despite this flaw, this

system is the preferred one for piezo calibration since the periodic function of the

interferometer is very stable.

1.6 Scope of this Theses

The STM, AFM, and SRM a¡e a three examples of a wide variety of scanning

probe microscopes. The scope of this thesis project is to present the design consid-

erations and implementation of all digital control system, for scanned probe

microscopes, that avoid the flaws ofthe previous system and builds on its advan-

tages. This control system was built to be adaptable over a wide range of parame-
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ters. Doing so required significant hardware and soft\¡/are development, which

will be discussed in the subsequent chapters. In order to fully appreciate the

advantages of the new system, a brief discussion ofthe old system will be given in

chapter 2, followed by a discussion ofthe new system in chapter 3. Chapter 4

presents the ha¡dware requirements, design and implementation aspects of the

system. To assess the new control system's performance as a whole, softwa¡e to

control both the AFM and SRM was written, and will be discussed on chapter 5.

Finally chapter 6 concludes with the conclusions and recommendations on this

theses project.

Before proceeding to the discussion on our existing digital AFM controller, it

should be mentioned that there are at least two other SPM control systems that

attempt to accomplish the same objectives as this thesis projects. One of them is

that designed at the California Institute of Technology by S. M. Clark, D. R. Baselt,

C. F. Spence, M.G. Youngquist and J. D. Baldeschwieler [ref,19]. In this system

the approach is, to build the control electronics as a series of modules that can be

interconnected to fit an SPM's particular needs. Some of the performance

pa-rameters of this system are comparable to those achieve in our SPM control

system.
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CHAPTER 2 AFM System Overview

2,1 Chapterlntroduction

As stated before the first SPM control systems were entirely analogue. With the

advances in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) of microprocessor systems,

namely DSPs, an all digital controller with enough bandwidth became possible.

The advantages of such a system are flexibility and ease of use, and more recently

adaptability. Flexibility meant that parameters such as feedback loop gain, or the

entire feedback loop algorithm could be replace by a simple software re-write.

Ease came as an added bonus of using a DSP to control the system since a compu-

ter could be used to control the DSP and thus a simplified user interface was imple-

mented. Adaptability as I define it in this case has to do with using the same

controller for many SPM heads, since a wide variety of them require similar con-

trol signals.
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The SPM instrument can be classified into three main parts:

1, The SPM head which contains the sarnple, cantilever/tip, control signal detection...etc,

2. The control electronics which include the sample rastering, control signal acquisition, control
signal feedback...etc.

3. The user interface/data display system, data storage unit

In this chapter we will look at the AFM system as a whole. This will be done in

order to evaluate the all-digital control system for the AFM. From this we will

extract some of the requirements for the implementation of an all-digital SpM

control system.

2.1.1 The PI controller

The Proportional Integral (PI) controller works on the principle of negative

feedback. It combines the fast reaction time of the proportional controller, and the

zero steady stated error of the integral controller, In order to depict the PI controller

in its standard form a brief explanation of the transfer function will be given.

consider the following block diagram:

FIcURE'10. Frequency-Response/Iransfer.Function block diagrâm
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The frequency response is defined as the system output \¡/hen the system input

is the impulse function, or alternatively the output is defined as the convolution of

the input \¡/ith the system frequency response [ref. l2].

rO = f hG-x)i(t)dl (EO 6)

Where r is a dummy va¡iable and cancels out when the integration is performed, t

is the time parameter as input and output signals are assumed to be functions of

time. Alternatively above description of the system can be written as a transfer

function, where the transfer function is defined as the Laplace transform of the

output over the Laplace transform of the input with the input being equal to zero

for t<0. Mathematically this is a follows

-, -., - R (r) - Llr tt)l,,,.", - 11") - LI\,|
lor i(r) =0 for f<0

.Pwhere Ll...l = J_1...1"-"a,

(Eo 7)

(Eo 8)

Where in the laplace transform LI...l lor our putposes s is defined as

s = JcD j = Jj ye = /¡ (f = frsquencl')

In the case of a PI controller the block diagram is as shown in Figure 1 1
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FIcUBE 11, PI Controller Block Diagram

Transfe r Futtction H( s )

here Kp and Ki are constants and that stand for proportional gain and integral gain.

In the proportional branch of the transfer function the error is multiplied by a

constant and added to the result on the integral branch. The integral branch can be

shown to perform the function of integration of the eror, by use of the Laplace

transform definition,

The integral function by itself grows unbounded with a constant input. However'

in the above setup it can be readily seen that this function integrates the e¡ro¡, which

is the difference between the output and the input. As the value of the sum

increases the erro¡ dec¡eases, and hence with time the output ofthe sum converges

to the value of the input. This is one of the desirable features of the integral

controller. The Ki constant controls how fast this integral grows, and thus how fast

the output tracks the input. However if we keep on increasing Ki the sum would

start oscillating and eventually go unstable due to over-feedback.
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2.2 The AFM Controller

The PI controller as applied to the AFM is shou,n on Figure 12

FlcuRE 12. AFM Feedback Loop Block Diagram

Transfer Functiort H( s)

Enor /

Surface

Negative

branch Piezo Z
Transfer
Function

In SPM systems the PI controller is almost exactly as the one above, with the

input signal being a constant setpoint (i.e. in AFM we want constant force in STM

constant current is desired), The controlled signal is seen as a disturbance that

introduces an enor in the loop, the feedback loop compensates trying to minimize

this error in order to keep it at the setpoint. The output in this case is the required

information, in the AFM and to a lesser extent in the STM this represents the

topography of the sample.

In the above diagram the transfer function for the piezo tube along its major axis

(Z) was taken from Po Kin Cheng's MSc. E.E thesis [ref.13]. The piezo is

modelled as a harmonic oscillator with resonant frequency o, and damping factor
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Q; Kz is the "DC gain", or the change in length of the piezo due to a DC voltage

and has units of meters/Volt.

Technically speaking the control signal is the response ofthis ofcontrol system.

Ideally this signal should be equal to the setpoint, in which case we would be

tracking the surface perfectly. However we are not interested in this signal, but we

a¡e interested in the signal that must be applied to the piezo in order to eliminate

the disturbance (surface signal), since this gives us the desired information (surface

topography).

In addition to the feedback control system a stepper controller that lowers the

tip into contact with the sample, and function generators for the X and Y taster scan

signals are considered part of the control signal. The X and Y signals are generated

by a standard function generator with an X signal that is 512 times faster then the

Y signal. The piezo is assumed to be linear and thus triangular waves are used and

amplified to the desired operating voltage. These and the Z voltages usuaÌly range

in the hundreds of Volts for reasonable movements of the sample.

2.2,1 Image Display System

Images acquired in SPM instruments are not usually images in the sense that

we could see them with our eyes, that is to say they have no optical equivalent. In

earlier systems the topography information was displayed on an oscilloscope

where the vertical axis was the suface height and the horizontal axis was the X

raster signal. Putting a group of scan lines together one can map out the equi-
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force (AFM) contours forming an image. This can be thought of as successive

cross-sections of the surface. An example of a cross-section is shown on

Figure 13

44.Sà

2S, SÀ

15. 04

FIcURE 13. AFM Cross.Sectionr this cross-section corresponds to the image on the
following figure.

This format is useful if we want to extract details about the surface, such as surface

roughness and actual height dimensions. It also gives an idea of how well we are

tracking the surface. It becomes cumbersome however when we want an overall

idea of the surface. ln this case a greyscale image is much more meaningful, A top

down greyscale image approximates looking down on the sample, where light

areas are higher and dark areas are lower. Pixels are arranged in a matrix where the
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location of each pixel represents X, and Y positions, while its intensity replesents

the Z height. An example of a greyscale image is shown on Figure 14

FIGUB-E 14..Greyscale Image, this is the surface topography ofa grating sample, The scan
size of the image is lum by lum

2.3 The All-Digital AFM System

The all-digital control system in our. lab was designed by G.C. McGonigal, K.

Yackobski and D.J. Thomson in 1992 [r.ef.11]. This contr.ol system was designed

to fit the following criteria:

1. The all digital controller should at least simulate the analogue NanoScopeTM I controller
þef.11l used in our lab for the STM and AFM.
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2. The system should be easily adapted to new experiments and to take advantages of unforseen
new techniques and new equipment. Fo¡ instance, although the controller is pr¡naûb'lor the
áFM it should be readily adaptable to the STM with minimal of sofnya¡e re-v,rites and hard-
v'are changes.

s, The feedback should be cont¡olled digitaìly in order to allorv the following:
. Greater flexibility since modification would not have to made to the equipment (hardware) for

each nerv experiment, New routines could be added only when they are lested and know to
work eliminating down-time of the system.

. Greater flexibility in feedback mechanism, aìlowing the experimenter to break a\yay f¡om the
traditional PI cont¡oller if desired, and install a nerv feedback algorithm through softlvare.

. The ability to raster the tip in any direction trough software. This would be very useful in Jining
up samples rvith respect to the scan patl.em in order to acquire the best image. Instead of physi-
calìy rotating the sample on the stage, the user could rotate the nominal scan direction orienta-
tion,

. The ability to hold the tip at a given height aboye the sample as some other yariable is changed.
This would useful in conducting voltage spectroscopy experiments, where the tip height is held
constant while a ramping voltage bias is applied to the tip. ln order to cany this out with an

analogue feedback mechanism, new circuitry must be added to break the feedback loop and

hold the tip at a constant height.

4, The system should provide an image in real time with minimum of hardware.

5. The controlle¡ should be able to raster the tip at between 5 and 30 lines per second. Slower
speeds are used in the AFM while higher rates a¡e used in the STM.

6. The controller should have a feedback bandrvidth ofat least 50 kHz for efficiency, stability, and

convenience Iref.3ì. The high bandwidth is required for ¡easonable scan speeds, since by scan-

ning the sample we are mapping ìts topography into the time domain, thus the faster we scan

the higher the bandwidth rve require for the control system,

7. The proportional and integral gain constants in the feedback loop should be easìly set to pre-
vent loop oscillation or underdamping.

In the subsections that follow the means by which most of this criteria was met

as well as its implications will be discussed.
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2,3,1 Digital Feedback

The current digital AFM controller emulates the analog PI feedback loop. This

is done by monitoring the control signal, calculating the function defined by the PI

block diagram and the converting the result to the analogue domain. The calcula-

tion ofthe PI algorithm can be written in continuous time as:

v e¡ (ù = K rv ",,", 
{t¡ -f 

ox,v ",,",tt) 
at (Eo s)

where V"r.o,. is the error voltage in the AFM feedback loop and Vp7 is the voltage

output of the PI transfer function, In the digital domain this can be approximated

by using the rectangle approximation to the integral function namely:

v pr Qt) = Kpv 
",,.,(t,) 

+\x,v 
",,",{t,,) 

tt
0

Where we can ¡¿ is the sample numbel and the time can be calculated from the

product of the sample number with the sample period T' In order for the above

approximation to mean anything the Nyquist criterion for the sampling theorem

must be met. The Nyquist criterion says that in order to reconstruct a sampled

signal, the sampling frequency must be greater than twice the frequency of the

highest component in the signal [ref.14]. This can be readily seen mathematically

if we consider that in order to specify a sinuosoid uniquely we need its amplitude

and phase, we can solve for both if we have two or more samples of this signal (i.e.

2 equations, 2 unknowns). Redefining constants we see the simplified PI algorithm

in the digital domain as:

t,¡ =l|(I = 
^f) 

rr = 0, 1,2...(EOr0)
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vpt0,) = Kpv",,,,(t,) +\x,v",,",1t,,1 K, = K,T,
0

Which implies that the digital integral gain depends on the sampling frequency

while the proponional gain remains unaffected. Hence in order to calculate the

analogue equivalent integral gain, K1 must be divided by the sample period.

2.3.2 Digital Rastering of the Sample

The digital rastering of the sample is generated in much the same way as the

digital feedback, that is by emulating its analogue counterpart the function genera-

tor. In the digital domain a triangular waveform can be described as a counter that

increases for half the period of the waveform and then counts back down to its

starting point. The "voltage" applied to the piezo in the X direction can then be

calculated as:

(EO 11)

(Eo 12)

(EO 13)

V, = V,nO,", + KTocCOUNTERX

similarly for the Y signal

V,- = V,ur,", + KoocCOUNTER.

where K¿¡6 is the voltage/bit constant of the DAC used to do the conversion.

2,3.3 The All Digital AFM Hardware

The AFM has a very large dynamic range in the digital domain. Consider that

in o¡der to be able to move the sample a couple of microns in steps approaching

atomic steps we need a range in the order of 105 (2un/0.25 angstroms). This can
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only be achieved by a high resolution Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), with a

resolution of 16 bits or higher. In o¡der to make use of these DACs a custom ana-

logue VO board was designed and has a block diagram as shown on Figure 15

S¡8,¡¿l

FtcURE 15. AFM Analogue V0 Board

The range for the ADC is 12 bits, with a range of +/- 5V input and digital range of

212 that is it can resolve the input range in 4096 steps. The Z output DAC is

amplified to a range of -250V+ 120V, in a digital range of 216 or 65536. The X and

Y DACs are both 14 bits leading to a digital range of 16384 in a voltage range of0

to 320V. The non-symmetrical voltages for both X, and Y as well as Z are due to

the fact that Z electrode on the Piezo tube cannot be less than l50V relative to the

any of its outside electrodes (X,-X,Y,-Y), The Bias signal DAC is a spare in the

AFM and was intended for use in biasing the tip in the STM. This PCB board was

designed and constructed by Gord Mcgonigal[ref .271.

+/-

+/.
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The analogue VO board is then inrerfaced to a Motorolaru DSP56001

development board via a 96 pin connector. The DSP is interface to a PC via an ISA

bus prototype card. The ha¡dware for the AFM controller is a shown on Figure l6

FlcuRE 16. All Digital AFM Hardware Block Diagram

The relevant parameters for the Digital AFM controller a¡e as follows:

Z distance range,

zr^, = (z.zJ:J)<nov- (-2son) = 3.o3unt

Z resolution :

, 1.O1un . À'^ttv=-]fi-=o'46f,i

similarly,

X¡ttx = Y¡ttx = 7.68unt Xu¡x = Ytt¿x = O,41tH

The system sample period is 30.5 ¡r s, giving it a bandwidth of:

B=+,=,E-frr, =t6.4kHz

All parameters of this system are digitally controlled by the host computer. The

program runs reasonably fast on 386DX IBM compatible PC, and displays all the
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required data. This system has numerous advantages over an analogue system.

Feedback bandwidth however fell short from the required of 50kHz. This

requirement was for the STM and to date this system has only been used on the

AFM, which has a piezo resonant frequency of aproximately 16kHz lref.l 1],

making the bandwidth suitable for the AFM.

2,4 Chapter Summary

The all digital AFM controller is a great step ahead of analogue controllers, It

fulfils most ofthe criteria set out to accomplish. However it falls short ofideal as

a generic controller that could be adapted to a wide range of SPMs. One of the

main obstacles keeping it un-adaptable is the analogue VO hardware. Other draw-

backs include noise coupling from the digital signals into the analogue signals

being controlled. These and other factors have dictated that a new controller that

avoids this flaws must be designed and constructed. The criteria and system over-

view for the design of such a system is the topic of the following chapter.
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3.1 Chapterlntroduction

The advantages of the all digital AFM lie in its flexibility. First, we have the

flexibility to control all the feedback loop parameters, scan rate, & scan size with

point and click ease through use ofthe mouse on the IBM PC interface. However,

this flexibility ends when we want to use this controller for something like the STM

and even more so, for the SRM. In the case of the STM, the controller could be

adapted with some software rewrites, and minor hardware changes. With the SRM

however this is not true since we a¡e short one Analogue to Digital Converter

(ADC) for the resistance channel, plus some major software rewrites. In this

chapter we will set the criteria and design parameters for the a generic digital SPM

controller. We will do this by building on the strengths of the AFM controller, and

generalizing them for the majority of SPMs. We will also attempt to improve on
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the performance parameters of the system, such as noise performance, and data

sampling/quantizing dynamic range.

3.2 The SPM Instrument

Consider the previous classification of the th¡ee main parts of an SPM system:

1. The SPM head which contains the sample, cantilever/tip, control signal detection..etc.

z. The Cont¡ol Electronics whjch include the sample rastering, control signal acquisition, control
signal feedback...etc.

3. The user interface/data display system, data storage unit

We have little control over the first unit which is the SPM head. This is the part of

the microscope that defines what type it is (i.e. AFM, STM, SRM,.etc.). This

also defines the input and output signals of the microscope, and for most cases are

entirely analogue. Indentifying the differences and similarities between this part of

the SPM system dictates the viability of a generìc controller.

The second item on the list can be further broken down into tfuee parts

. The analog UO board that translates analogue signals into the digital domain and vice-ve¡sa

. The DSP board that takes care the "number crunching", such as implementing the PI controller
and generating the X,Y raster signals

n The softrva¡e that calculates the actual parameters, and interfaces to the host computer

This item is the first one to be modified in order to adapt to the number of signals

that we need to sample and control. The DSP itself must be taken into

consideration as a more powerful DSP will allow for both faster and more accurate

feedback. The softwa¡e of course is re-writable, however we will like to keep

¡ewrites to a minimum, keeping the controller's generality as long as possible,
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3.2.I Some Differences and Similarities in SPM Heads

Consider the AFM to be the basic SPM, this implies that the control functions

of the AFM are a subset of those for the SPM. The basic signals in the AFM are:

l. Positioning of the sample through a PZT (inputs to piezo +l- X, +l-Y, aú Z).

2. The control signal or deflection ofthe cantilever probe (outpu0.

3. Stepper motor controller(signals) to load the tip on the sample (output).

In the STM control signal changes slightly in meaning, but are still related to the

distance of separation of the probe and sample. Since here we don't have a probe

deflection signal we shall consider the tunnelling current to take its place. The

STM does however add another signal which is:

4. The tip bias voltage since in the STM the control signal is the tunnelling cunent (output).

The SRM brings back the same signals as the AFM. Since here the tip is also

conductive we can use the same output as used in the STM for the bias voltage. The

following signal still remains unaccounted for:

s. The cunent signal that dictates how much resistance the¡e is between the probe and ground (i.e.
tip-sample resistance).

It can be concluded from this that there seems to be an increasing need to be able

to look at, and control more signals digitally. In other words bring more signals

into the digital domain and control more signals from the digital domain. This is

of course as we expected, since the more data converters we have available the

more flexible our system will be.
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3.2.2 The Control Electronics

The previous subsection suggests that the more data converters we have at our

disposal, the more likely it will be that our system will adapt to a particular type of

SPM. However we haven't yet taken into account dyanmic range for all these sig-

nals. The conclusion here is that a larger dynamic range will allow more accurate

represention of output and input signals. Therefore this parameter should be as

least as high as practical with a minimum equivalent to those of the current AFM

system controller. The digital bandwidth or number of voltage levels that we cân

represent in the digital domain is a combination of the DSP word length and

dynamic range ofthe data converters, the latter being the practical limiting factor.

The sampling rate is also a combination ofthe DSP program execution speed, plus

sample and update rates for the data converters. The general trend in VLSI seems

to be an increase in both, with processor speed increasing at a faster rate, therefore

the analogue VO boald should be designed with this aspect in mind. That is if
possible a board that can interface to a wide range ofDSPs is desirable.

The PC in the system serves mostly as a user interface as well as an image

display system with limited image processing options such as image slope

subtraction. The existing AFM system runs on a 386DX-25 PC with a video card

capable of 800x600 pixels of resolution. The interface from the DSP to the PC is

thlough a ISA (PC bus standard for 8 or 16 bit expansion of PC peripherals) 8 bit

prototype ca¡d and is connected th-rough the DSP host interface. This proved to be

adequate for the AFM controller, however there are several factors that can be

improved on through the purchase of a new computer. For example, the displaying
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of two images would take twice as long if the same scheme could be kept, or the

same speed could be kept by upgrading to a machine which is twice as fast, not

taking into account other factors,

3.2,3 The PC and DSP Software

The software for the DSP was written to handle the AFM only with the hope that

it would be easily modifiable for other SPMs. Some of this code is written in the

C language while some of it is written in DSP56000 assembly language. Since

there is no documentation for this code, and in order to modify this code one must

have a good understanding ofboth C and DSP56000 assembly language, I opted to

use DSP56000 assembly language entirely. Although rhis implies that in order to

modify the code one must be highly familiar with the DSP system and VO

hardware, this is also the case when writing in C, but now we also require an

understanding of C. Therefore no real gain is obtained by writing some of the

software in C since in order to have more control on V0 and low level registers

some assembly language is still required.

The softwa¡e for the PC was written for MS-DOSTM using the BorlandTM pascal

version 6.0 compiler. In the AFM only one image is obtained at the time. The

scheme adopted here was that the were two images in memory[ref.1 1]. One image

is the previous image obtained, while the "current" image is the one in the process

ofbeing obtained. This scheme ensured that one would not have to stop scanning

to save an image. A feature that is desirable considering that the piezo suffers from

drifts overtime[ref.15], plus hysteresis. In this scheme drift can be considered
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negligible[ref.15] within certain period of time, and the piezo although hysteretive

follow approximately the same path in the X raster direction.

In the SRM for example the acquisition of two images simultaneously is

desirable. However, the DOS operating system does not allow any array in

memory (our images are stored as a matrix of 256 arrays of 256 16-bit elements) to

be bigger that 64K. This was overcome in the AFM by using 256 anays of256,

16-bit elements. where each anay is 512 bytes (2 bytes/element * 256 elements),

for a total memory of 128kbytes (256rows * 512 bytes /row = 128 (x 1024=k)bytes)

per image. In order for the AFM program to run it needed 256kbytes for the images

alone (always two images in memory). Trying to use this same scheme for two

actual images (i.e. four in program memory) caused the program to be

unstable(work sometimes) due to the fact that in the MS-DOSTM operating system

one cannot directly access more that 640K of memory, This also meant that even

if we could finally debug this software to run under this scheme, expanding it to

acquire 3 actual images simultaneously would be impossible since the required

memory (3 actual images x 2 images in memory x 128 kilobytes = 768 kilobytes)

is greater that the MS-DOSrM 640K limir.

In order to avoid the MS-DOSTM 640Kbytes limit we purchased a new copy of

the BorlandTM Pascal version 7.0 which allows us to access up to 16 Mbytes of

memory [ref.16]. This ensured that most of the code would be portable, while

future expansion of the system would not be limited by the memory model.
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3.3 The All Digital SPM

The all digital SPM control system was designed to meet the criteria set for the

AFM, plus the following:

1. New hardware should be designed to avoid the limitations ofthe old hardware system, This
include the following:

" The new system shouìd have enough bandwidth to be used with the STM. This implies that the
DACs should be at least 18 bits to have a reasonable field ofview while maintaining resolution.

. The input sìgnal bandwidth should also be increased to allow mo¡e accurate quantization. At
least l4 bits of resolution were set as the lower limit, increasing the resolution by 2 bits or a
factor of 4.

. The new VO hardware should be able to,,vork with the cur¡ent DSP56000 and adapt to others
as required, rvith little or no hardware changes. One such DSP should be the DSP96000 also

f¡om Moto¡olafr.
. The hardware system noise should be brought down as much as possible, to make ìt negligible

compared to the actual image signal noise. We don't want to add noise to the images through
our control system,

. The new analog VO hardware board should have enough input and output channels to meet
unforeseen needs. The possibility of using multiple boards in the same system should be con-
sidered.

2. New software should be designed to control not only the AFM but also the STM, and SRM
without need for any modifrcations. This includes the ability to acquire two images at the same
time, and allow for higher resolutions such as 18 bits or higher.

3,4 Chapter Summary

The requirements for ha¡dware are extensive, as such a significant amount of

time was dedicated to the design of a printed ctcuit board tkough which all the V

O requirements were met was designed and built. The design considerations,

printed circuit board (PCB) layout process to the f,nal product are discussed in the

next chapter. A discussion on the new system hardware as well as its advantages

over the old system and limitations is also given.
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CHAPTER 4 Hardware for Digitally
Controlled SPMs

4.1 Chapterlntroduction

The SPM hardware system is composed ofthe SPM head, analogue VO board,

DSP boa¡d, and host computer. It was clear at the beginning of this thesis project

that the analogue I/O board had to be replaced to allow for more VO channels than

were available in the AFM analogue VO boa¡d. There are no off-the-shelf data

acquisition boards that meet our requirements, however recent advances in digital

audio technology allow for the construction ofvery high performance analog to

digital UO boards at a relatively low cost. The design and construction of a new

data acquisition board also allowed us to use the latest technology, such as field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) which are basically programmable hardware.

The use of such devices would allow for different DSPs to be interfaced to the

same VO board, through the use of a simple hardware reconfiguration (done by

software). Other factors such as the electronic noise inherent in the data acquisi-
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tion electronics are also improved on in this design. The selection of the major

components in the VO board, design process, testing, trouble-shooting, and debug-

ging of the hardware system are presented in this chapter.

4.2 General Specifications for the Analogue InpulOutput Board

The block diagram for the VO board is shown in Figure 17
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FIGURE 17. Block diagram ofthe analogue VO board
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The block diagram depicts the general specifications for the analogue VO board.

Three digital output channels (DACs) are required to control the sample positioner

PZÎ. In the STM, and SRM an extra channel is required to set the bias voltage on

the conducting tip. The two extra channels are left as spares for future

developments and to keep flexibility of the VO board. The PZT requires relatively

high voltage signals for very small movements. The voltage range of the amplifiers

for the +X, -X, +Y, -Y and Z signals is 400V. All five amplifiers are incorporated

on board. In view of future developments, where the outputs may be controlled

through closed loop feedback, or simply for greater flexibility, the number ofinput

channels was made the same as the number of outputs (i.e. six). Although currently

even in the SRM, where two images are acquired simoultaneously, only two input

channels are required. The Field Programmable Gate Anay (FPGA) was a solution

to a few problems. One of them being that since the FPGA is basically

programmable hardware, compatibility across DSPs could be obtained simply by

implementing the DSP interface in the FPGA. One of the main sources of noise in

the previous AFM VO board is the PC. This is because the PC ground plane is

connected to the VO board ground, through which the digital switching signals on

the PC couple. Isolation of this t''llo planes was achieved trough the use of

optocouplers. Here all digital signals are coupled optically into the analogue side

of the board, and hence there is no electrical connection between the two planes.
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4,2,1 The Digital to Analogue Converters

With the tremendous advances in digital audio technology, there is a wide range

of data converters with resolutions greater than 16 bits. The two main factors gov-

eming our choice of DAC ale the resolution (number of bits) and update rate.

Another important factor is of course price. We found that prices for DACs range

from a couple of dolla¡s to a few thousand depending on the specifications. Our

choice of DAC is the PCM63P from Bur¡ Brownru, this DAC has the following

specifications as specified by the manufacturer:

Part No. PCM63P

Resolutilion 20 bits

THD+N -96 dB

min SNR r16dB

Settling Time 200 ns

ldle Channel Sisnal to Noise Ratio l20dB typical, 116 dB min

Output Fomat Cur¡ent. +/- 2 rìA

lnput Format Serial,2s complement,
25MHz mÐ( rate

Clitch No Glitch around Z.ero

1 to ConYerter

These Specifications and more detailed parameters are found in the manufactures

data books [ref.i7]. A 20 bit resolution yields a quantization range of 120 dB, at

an update rate of

ffi = r.zsun"

which is the maximum serial input data clock divided by the number ofinput bits,

and the output voltage is guaranteed to settle within 200ns (maximum update rate

is 800ns). This part exceeds our requirements of an update rate of 100kHz (50kHz
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bandwitdth on the control feedback loop) by a factor of 12, with 20 bits of

attainable accuracy with proper design layout.

4,2.2 The Analogue to Digital Converters

Since digital to analogue converters ate also part of the digital audio compo-

nents family, they have also benefited from the growth of this industry. Our

requirements for an ADC was that of a 12 bit minimum, 14 preferabty, with a

bandrvidth of at least 100kHz. Here we again chose a part from Burr BrownTM,

the ADC has the following s specifications as specified by the manufacturer:

Part No. PCM1750P

Resolutilion l8 birs

THD+N -88 dB without adjustments

Conversion t¡me + Sample & Hold 4.5us min

Channel Signal to Noise Ratìo 108 dB typical, SS dB min

lnput Format Voltage, +/- 2,?5 V

Outpul Fo.mal Serial,2s complement, 5MHz
måx rate

2. to Converter

More detailed parameters are found in the manufactures data books [ref.18]. An

18 bit resolution yields a quantization range of 108 dB, at a maximum sample rate

of

aL.* = zzzxa z

which is simply the reciprocal of the minimum conversion plus sample and hold

period. Our previous ADC had a minimum conversion time of 6.0us, making our
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choice of ADC well suited for the application. The dynamic range again exceeds

our requirements for speed by a factor of 2, and has 4 extra bits of resolution.

4.2.3 The High Voltage Amplifiers

The selection of the high voltage amplifiers is somewhat simpler, due to the

namow field of pafts to choose from. Component level high voltage amplifiers are

available from primarily two companies, Apex MicrotechnologyTM and Burr

BrownTM. The three main characteristics in evaluating an op-amp's suitability for

use in SPM are, (i) total output voltage swing, (ii) output noise, and (iii) curent

drive capacity. The cunent capability of the op-amp is an important consideration

because of the capacitive load presented by the piezo ceramics [ref. 19]. Our

choice of high voltage op-amp is the PA88 from Apex MicrotechnologyrM. This

is the same as the one used in the previous controller, and proved to be quite satis-

factory. The choice for this type of parls has not changed much since the last VO

board was constructed. A few specifications for this part are given in the follow-

ing table [ref.20]:

Part No PA88

Output Voltage Swing 440 V

Max Curfent Output 100 mA

Continuous Power Oul 15 Vr'

Output Noise/Closed Loop Gain 2 uVrms

3. pex

A voltage swing of 440V is quite suitable for our SPMs. For the AFM for example

this gives a fìeld of view of 10.6 um (440 Vx 240 Angstrom/V).
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4,2.4 Digitally Programmable Ànalogue Filter

One ofthe difficulties of designing such a data acquisition board is that the

proper design of the anti-aliasing filters is difficult if not impossible, due to the

broad range of signals to be sampled. The spectrum of the signals is not only

dependent on the type of instrument being controlled, but also on the type of sam-

ple under observation. In the AFM data acquisition board for example no anti-

aliasing filter was used. This is due to the fact that the AFM cantilever response is

bandlimited, and well under the Nyquist sampling requirement. For these reasons

we opted to not include anti-aliasing filters in all the channels. Instead we

included a digitally programmable analogue filter from Frequency DevicesTM on

input channel six. Unlike switched capacitor filters which are inherently digital

and thus still require an analogue filter, this filter is a an active analogue low-pass

filter. The type of filter as well as cut-off frequency and order can be custom

ordered. We chose a filter with the following specifications [ref .211:

TABLE 4. Speciûcåtíons for the Frrquency Devices
Filter 844P8L'5

Digitally Programmable Analogue

The offset voltage of this filter is 2mV and is variable with the cut-off frequency.

The noise is also vaiable with cut-off frequency, and is below 50 uV.

2OOHZ - 51 .2 kHz

Low Pass, LinearPhase,4th order

50 uV (5 Hz to 50 kHz)
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4.2.5 The Field Programmable Gate Array & Opto-isolators

In order to minimize noise coupling from the digital ground plane into the ana-

logue ground plane, optoisolators were used. Our choice of opto-isolator is the

HPCL-2430, from Hewlett Packardw lref .221. lt has a maximum guaranteed

switching specification of 20 MHz data rate and is tested in our analogue VO

board up to 25 MHz (max. data rate for the DAC).

As mentioned earlie¡ our choice for a FPGA is due to several reasons. The

reprogrammable nature of the Xtr-INXTM FPGAs allows the logic interface to be

reprogrammable, thus allowing the interface of several DSP to the same VO chips.

In fact, since the DSP96000 from MotorolaTM used the same expansion port

connector type (different pin layout) as the DSP56000 (a 96 pin euro-card

connector) a simple rerouting of the Xilinx pins should adapt the hardware for use

with this DSP. In order to minimize the electrical lines to be optically isolated,

serial load and serial output DACs and ADC respectively were chosen. This

implied that since the DSP is a parallel word (all bits load at the same time)

p¡ocessor, dedicated hardware must be designed to do the serialto-parallel and

parallel-to-serial conversion, or the task could be switched onto the DSP making

the software more complex, and of course longer. The FPGA could be

programmed to make the serial nature of the VO device transparent to the DSP.

Taking these into account a XC3090-50 was chosen. A more detailed explanation

of the selection process, "troubleshooting", and programming of this part is given

in Section 4.4, "Configuring The Field Programmable Gate Anay," on page 51.

Schematics for the analogue VO board are given in Appendix A.
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4,3 The .A,nalogue VO Board Printed Circuit Design

One of the objectives of designing a new data acquisition board was to improve

on the noise characteristics of the previous AFM VO board. The current VO board

uses optoisolators to physically isolate the digital and analogue planes. The par-

ticular layout ofthe components themselves is optimized to avoid noise coupling

into the signals of interest. For example, the lines that carry the input signal to the

Digital to Analogue converter are buried in a ground plane to shield it from the

surrounding signals. The board was designed as a four layer board, (i)to make the

physical size of the board a minimum (in fact the new VO board has the same

footprint as the old board,9"by 12"), (ii) to maintain a "solid" ground plane (one

of the layers is solid ground), and (iii) to ensure proper power supply to all inte-

grated circuits by a placing power plane interrupted only by other power lines

with different voltage supplies for analogue circuitry such as the high voltage

amplifiers. All signal routes are placed on the outer layers of the board, such that

any trace can be cut if the need should arise.

The design was layed out for testability, ensuring that access to signals at

different stages in a circuit could be obtained. In this area the FPGA proved to be

very useful, since internal or in some case extemal nodes in the circuit could be

brought to one of the spare pins of the FPGA. There are 12 spare VO pins on the

XILINX for such purposes.

The schematic capture was done using the OrcadTM Schematic Design Tools

(SDT) [ref.23]. The interconnection of all components was then exported into

CadstarrM Printed Circuit Board Tools [ref.24]. lmporting the connectivity
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4.4 Configuring The Field Programmable Gate Array
A block diagram for the FPGA configuration circuit is show in Figure 19
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FIcURE 19. Block Diagram ofXC3195 Field Pmgrammable Gate Array Configuration

The selection ofthe FPGA size and speed is based on the amount ofcircuitry to

be implemented inside it. The size of a XILINX FPGA is specified as rhe number
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of logic blocks available for use in that part. Each one of this blocks can implement

any boolean function offive variables [ref.25], and latch a maximum of two. The

speed for the part is specified as the maximum toggle rate of any of its internal

states. The determination of overall performance speed is not that simple, as the

frequency at which we toggle a single output depends on how many devices it

drives and how far apart devices are physically located (length of the electrical

parh).

However a rough idea can be obtained by analysing the individual digital circuits

to be configured in the Xilinx FPGA. Actual size and speed cannot be determined

until the digital circuit is mapped into the actual device and simulated/tested. For

example for the block diagram presented for the FPGA, assuming a that:

1. one logic block is used for every bit in the 20 bit parallel to serial register

z. one logic block is used for a state machine with 20 states that shifts the bits serially to rhe serial
load DAC (5 blocks in total since rve can represent 16 states with 4 bits and 32 wìth sbits)

The number of programable logic blocks on the XILINX FPGA required for one

sequencer (20 bit Serial to Parallel Converter) is 25. Similarly by adding all we

obtain 23 fo¡ the Parallel to Serial converters (ADC are serial output), and 11 for

the digitally programmable filter (although the filter is parallel-load a serial--to-

parallel was added in the analogue side of the boatd to make it serìal-load, making

the number of lines to be optically isolated 3 instead of 9). The number of blocks

we require in a part to implement the sequencing alone is then:

^( ", 
blocks ."^ blocks ). o åIoc,tso\t' Dlel-q*,nr r+ 2rîDel;Al;i-er 

) 
* 

" F ¡t,rrsrq*,nu = 299 Loeic B locks
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This is of course a worst case estimate and does not include the VO and address

decoding. Assuming 2 blocks for multiplexing each bit ofthe six channels and 16

separate address to addresses the 13 devices in the Xilinx (6 inputs ADCs, 6 Output

DACs, and one output filter sequencer), this can be implemented in 7 logic blocks

(maximum of two outputs/logic block), we obtain the following figure for the

blocks required to implement the VO and address decoding in the FPGA:

,t(t*#*þ-,,,,r**,u)*ro###,,=43LosicBtocks

This brings the total to 342 Logic blocks. We choose to go with the XC3090-50

which due to its availability (we had a few in stock). This pafi contains 320 logic

blocks. Although it seems like we are short by 22 blocks (342-320=22), we will
not know this for sure until the actual circuits are mapped onto a specific device,

The toggle rate for this device is 50 MHz leading to system speeds of about 20MHz

(the DSP runs at 20 MHz) þef .261.

4,4,1 Problems Encountered in the FPGA configuration Stage

There were no problems encountered with the configuration process itself. The

design configuration process of the FPGA was canied out at the same paca at

which the board was populated. As more parts were added more processes were

configured in the FPGA. The first stage was configuring the FPGA itself with a

test configuration (a feedthrough from one pin to another), then the clock was

routed to all the opto-isolator circuits. The opto-isolator circuits were found to

work satisfactorily at speed at or below 25 MHz, since the maximum serial transfer

rates in the board are 25MHz this proved to be ideal.
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The first sequencer implemented was that of the digitally programmable filter

(DPF). This is a simple 8 state machine with a parallel-in serial-out register. Once

a word is written to this register, the write process activates an 8 bit counter that

enables the serial output of the register. This continues until all eight bits are

shifted out. One of the problems with this scheme was that there was a delay in the

clock signal as compared to the data signal, as a result the wrong data was receive

by the DPF. This was easily solve by latching the data in the opposite edge of the

clock used to shift it. This allowed enough time for the data to stabilize and since

the data vr'as now latched at exactly halfway of its valid period, differences in

relative delays of data an clock are not important.

The following step was to get the DAC sequencer to work. This circuit is

essentially the same as that for the DPF with the shift register being 20 bits and a

20 state counter respectively. Although the operation of this sequencer is identical

to that of the DPF sequencer, the exact same setup proved problematic. In order to

minimize switching signals in the analogue side ofthe board, the clock was turned

off once the parallel-to-serial cycle ended. With this scheme the DAC missed the

first two most significant bits. Adding an extra half a clock cycle after the

download cycle has solved the problem. Which although not specified by the

manufacturer lead me to conclude that the last clock edge as well as the convert

signals are used to convert the digital word to analogue.

As indicated by our initial estimate, 320 logic blocks to implement the

sequencers plus VO decoders proved to be to small. Although with some

optimization it can be done, the dense routing ofthe circuit and long lines slow the
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system clock down to about TMHz which is to slow for our application. To avoid

this, the FPGA was upgraded to an XC3195 with a toggle rate of 2'10 lll{Hz and 484

logic blocks. As a result there are over a hundred unused logic blocks in the FPGA

for any future developments.

The Analogue VO boa¡d sequencers run independently of the DSP ctock. This

lead to another complication which was not anticipated. Since the two clocks run

independent of each other, the read/write cycles of the DSP could end either at a

low phase or high phase of the VO board clock. The sequencers ale set to work on

the falling edge of the read/write signal. In one of the two cases there would be a

missing edge in sequencers output, causing the output ofthe DAC to be divided by

trvo (a shift of the binary point in a binary number has the effect of dividing it by

2). The division by two effect, would appear random as the clocks came in and out

of phase (since the clocks were not synchronous). Once the problem was

identified, it was easily solved by latching in all data coming into the xilinx at the

rising edge ofthe VO board clock. This way all data cycles would end syncfuonous

to the on board clock and always at the same clock phase.

The last major problem found was that of "spikes" in the data being read from

the ADC's. These high frequency glitches are not present in the analogue signal

being sampled, and as such must occur in the reading of the ADC output. Adding

more supply cunent seems to lessen the number of glitches present in the output.

As such, all signals that are grounded and set high in the 96-pin-connector though

the DSP were designated ground and power respectively in the FPGA. This

ensured that no power is being wasted trying to pull these pins high through pull-
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up resistors. This scheme eliminated all the "spikes" in input channel 6, however

some still remained in channel 5. For this reason channel four is used for the

resistance information from the SRM and channel six is used for the topography

signal, The rest of the channels (1,2,3) have been tested but currently are unused.

4.5 General VO Performance Parameters of the Hardware System

The performance parameters of interest for the system are directly related to

the performance of the data acquisition board. The time for the execution of a sin-

gle feedback cycle is also an important parameter, however for the purposes of

this thesis, this parameter will be considered as a software specification since it is

highly dependent on the number of instructions the DSP performs per feedback

cycle. The following table summarizes the performance parameters of the Ana-

logue VO board:

96 pin Programmable, Configure to
Interface with DSP56000, Connector
Djrectly comparible with DSP96000

3 Duals for toralof6 with l8 bir resolu-
tion,lnput range +/- 2.75 V

l56kHz which can be sped up to 222kHz

Number Of Output Channels ó at 20 bit resolution, Output range

+/-l0V 3 amplined to +/-200, 2 comple-
mented to -/+ 200

(for +X, -X, Y -Y and z)

lMHz which can be sped up to
t.25MHz

Typical Noise in lnput Channels
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Pârt No. SPM Ânalogue VO board

TYpicalNoise in Output Channeìs 900 uV rms in +/- 200 range

400 uV ms in +/' I0 range

Typical Noise in Input Channels 100 uV rms

Input Channel Useful Range l6 bits

Output Channel Useful Range +/-200V range 19 bits

+/-l0V range l6 bits

TABLE 5. SÞecifications for the
The useful range for the +X channel was found as:

U sefulRatrge =,otrffiru = 18.'16 = lgbit s

This can be interpreted to mean that if we had an 19 bit DAC in a +/- 200 V range,

the minimun step would be

Minintunstep = 
vlltae.?Ranee -200v- ( -200n = o.'t6ntv' WordRange 2te

Which is on the same order as the average noise, and therefore would be the

uncertainty bit. Anything bigger than one the 19-bit, will on average not be masked

out by the noise floor, The useful range for the other channels was calculated in

the same manner.

The performance of the noise parameters for the board were measured with all

the system assembled (VO board connected to DSP board, which is in turn

connected the PC) as it would be in a typical working environment,

The SPM control system uses the same DSP56000 processor, and is interfaced

in the same way to the ISA bus of a PC. The PC was upgraded to allow the

aquisition of two images at the same time at reasonble scan rates. We now use a

486DX2-66 based PC as oppossed to 386DX-25. The following figure depicts the
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is not as important as those ofthe data acquisition board. The configuration for

the DSP56000 board was designed using the OrcadSDT tools, and the propietary

tools from Xilinx to map the sehematic representation of this circuits into binary

file downloaded into the FPGA. The software used to program the FPGA was

written by the autor and will be briefly discussed in the following chapter. The

software for the DSP and softrvare for the PC is also discussed in the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 Software for Digital
SPM Control System

5,1 Chapterlntroduction

There are th¡ee distinct portions of code used in the SPM control system. The

first part is the software used to configure the FPGA. This part is divided into rwo

parts, (i) the binary data generated by the FPGA tools to implement the device con-

figuration, and the PC routines that interpret this data and download it into the

FPGA itself. The second portion of the code is the DSP software which imple-

ments all the control functions of the microscope. The last part is the PC software

which basically provides a user interface through which data from the SPM can be

viewed and analysed, and parameters for the control system can be changed. This

chapter gives a very brief explanation of the FPGA configuration software. The

operation of the DSP software is then discussed, and finally the PC software is

briefly discussed,
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5.2 Field Programmable Gate Array Configuration Software

The FPGA is essentially software programmed digital hardware. This means

that the actual digital hardware is defined by software. A microprocessor for

example performs different task defined by software, but the hardware functions

are defined upon construction of the device. In an FPGA the physical hardware is

very generic as to implement boolean and memory functions only. Upon configu-

ration of the device the actual hardware functions it performs are defined. The

design process for specifying the hardware functions implemented by an FPGA

vary, from using a high level Hardwa¡e Description Language (HDL) to specify-

ing the gate level functions performed by each logic block in the FPGA. In this

project the hardware functions were done at the gate level through schematic cap-

ture. OrcadSDT was used here to capture the schematic information. Through

hierarchical circuits more complex functions were built. The translation ofthe

schematically specified functions was performed by the Xilinx XDM tools. This

software generates an ASCII (a standard character set) coded configuration file

which is then sent to the FPGA through the PC's printer port. The C language
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code that implements the translation from the ASCII coded configuration to the

downloading of each bit to the FPGA is included in appendix C, A block diagrani

of the design process for the FPGA configuration is shown in Figure 21

OrcadSDT

Xdownlod
(C code)

FIcURE 21, Design Process Using the Xilinx FPGA and Downloading software for the
Analogue VO board.

5.3 Digital Signal Processor Software

A DSP is a microprocessor optimized to perform mathematical calculations at

high speed. Such are the functions required to emulate the effects of an analogue

circuit on its input and output signals. As mentioned earlier we use a DSP56000

from Motorola. The data paths are 24 bits wide providing more precision than is

needed in our control system (the DACs are 20 bits). This chip is part of acom-

mercial development board available from motorola. The development system is

Boolean Funcfion
Captured by Schematic

Representation

Xilinx Tianslation Tools
Decoding of Schematic into

FPGA Specific Configuration

Translation into
Binary Representation

& Dorvnloading
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comprised of the DSP boa¡d which is interfaced to the Analogue VO board

through its 96 pin connector, the development PC interface board which sits on the

ISA bus plane of the PC, and the required software to generate DSP specific code

through standard C programming language. The data converters in the Analogue

VO board are all mapped into DSP memory by the FPGA. The following table

gives the specific address of each device.

The memory address for the input and output of channel

distinction is made by the addressing mode (read or write).

sequencers to work properly, the data must be valid for at

(referenced to the VO boa¡d clock, cunently 20MHz).

1 is the same, the

ln order for the DAC

least 3 clock cycles

X Channel I out (20bjt DAC)

Y Channel 2 out (20bit DAC)

Z Channel 3 out (20bit DAC)

Channel 4 out (20bit DAC)

Channel 5 out (20bit DAC)

Channel6 out (20bìt DAC)

Channel I in (l8bit ADC)/Convert l&2 signal

Channel 2 in (l8bit ADC)

Channel 3 in (l8bit ADC)/Convert 3&4 signal

Channel 4 in (l8bjt ADC)

Channel 5 in (l8bit ADc)/conveñ 5&6 signal

Channel 6 in (18bit ADC)
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5.3.1 Digital Feedback and Scan raster generation

The Feedback routine performs the sampling of two input signals, calculates

the PI (Proportional Integral) feedback for one ofthe channels, and updates the

feedback signal (sends calculated output to DAC). These operations are repeated

256, times the number of feedbacks between each image point, to obtain one row.

Every image has 256 points across (in the case ofthe SRM another 256 points are

acquired for the second image). Once an array of 256 points has been acquired, it

is sent to the host computer (PC). Images are formed when 256 rows are acquired.

The flowchart for the feedback routine is shown in Figure 22.

The generation of the feedback and the raster signals generation are done in the

same subroutine. The generation of the X-raster scan is very simple. The

parameters that are needed for the X-raster generation from the PC are:

1, Offset: The distanca offset from thecentreofthe X-raster scan. This is useful forposi-
tioning the view of the microscope at the point of interest on the sample under observation, For
simplicity this was not included in the flowchart. It can is incorporated simply by âdding it to
the Xout value before its sent out.

2, Xstepsize: The distance in bits in between every image point in the image

(i.e Ximagesize/256)with a 20bit DAC there are 2201256 \mage sizes or 4096

3. feedvalue: The number of feedback in between imagepoints. Fronr the flowchartwecan
see that the data sent to the Z DAC is only saved after feedvalue # of feedbacks are executed.

The equation for generating the X DAC signal is as follows

^ ,f ( Xcounter) (Xstepsize)f
XslQrtal = Xollseî+Routtdl +lI Jeedvalue I (EO 14)
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Enor=Ch6-setpoint
Sum=Sum+(Ki/ I 0000)*Enor
-Zout= 1 00+Sum+Kp*Enor

#of feedbacks=feedvalue ?

(Colum=Colum+Xdir)#=1 or 256 ?

change Xdir (+/-l)

(Rorv=Ycounter)=l or 256 ?

change Ydir (+/-l)

Row= 256 and Ydi¡=-l ?

, Data Row, Send Row # to PC

FIcURE 22. Florv.chart for feedback subroutine in DSP56000 softrvare, This subroutine is
driven by timer interrupts ând its executes every 30.sus, which is equivalent to the
sampling period.

It is easy to see from here that when we count up to the feedvalue before we obtain

a single image point. The Xcounter is incremented once for every feedback that

the DSP executes. This is compensated by dividing the xcounter by feedvalue in

the generation of the X raster signal. Hence since we change the Xdir variable
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every time 256 columns are counted, the size of the image remains 256xXstepsize.

However this scheme has not only the effect of allowing more feedbacks in

between image points but also introduces points in between image points. This

occurs due to the fact that the number Xcounter*Xstepsize/feedvalue is calculated

in the following order: (i) Xcounterxxstepsize, (ii) divide/feedvalue, and (iii)

rounded off to an integer.

The Y-raster signal generation is almost identical to thar ofX, except that there

is no analogue to the feedvalue variable and the Y signal is always made up of256

steps. In the bigger sizes of Ystepsize, this can be a significant jump. The equation

describing the Y-raster generation signal is as follows:

Ysignal = Yoffset + Ycounter (Ystepsize) (EO 15)

The Z feedback value is also very simple. The feedback is calculated according

to (eq. 10) on page 29. Where the error is simply the inpur value minus a digital

setpoint. In terms of the actual variables used in the program the algorithm looks

as show in the following expression

-Zout = K p (Zítt - Setpoint) +S ;Sunt = Sum + K,(Zírt- Setpoint) (8O16)

The negative in front of the Zout is due to the inverting amplifier in hardwa¡e. The

integral function is approximated as a running sum (i.e rectangular rule) where the

mathematical steps are a little different than in the mathematical expression in (eq.

10) on page 29. fi lhe K7 variable remains unchanged thoughout the experiment,
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then these two expressions are equivalent. However if the integral gain K7 changes

during the experiment (acquiring of an image) then we see that this is the conect

way of expressing the integral. This is because in this case the integral is no longer

over one continuous function but two or even three depending upon how many

times we change the integral gain during the experiment. In this case the equivalent

in the analogue domain would be integrating a piecewice function.

This loop as mentioned before always executes within 30.5 us and thus the

sampling frequency remains 33 kHz. However since the frequency of the input

signal is directly related to the speed with which we rastered the tip over the

sample, slowing the scan rate decreases the frequency of the components of the

input signal. In this case this has the effect on the input signal of looking like a

var.iable sampling rate. The scan time for one row in the forward direction in this

scheme can then be calculated as:

S c anT i n e = 256 I nta g e P o i n t s (fe ed v a I u e) (30.5 u s) (EO 17)

Upon closer examination of the flowchart for the feedback routine one can obserue

that data is only sent in the forwa¡d direction of the X raster scan. This is due to

the hysteresis in the properties of the piezo. If we take the data as the tip scans in

both directions, the data the image will be severely distorted because points for

conesponding columns in the X signal wil not conespond to the same distance in

the x-distance-axes (hysteresis implies that the magnitude of voltage change

required to move the sample in one direction is not the same as the magnitude of

the voltage change required to bring it back to the same reference point). Ifthedata
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for only one direction is taken however points for corresponding forward voltage

changes should correspond (although non-linea¡ displacement with voltage). The

scan period for one row is then twice that given in (eq. 17) on page 67. The scan

time for one entire image is then

InageScattTínre = (2) (256Rows) (256lnageP oints) (feedvalue) (30.5us) (Eo 1s)

The above equation ignores the time taken to send the data to the PC since this is

highly dependent on the performance of the PC speed as well as the efficiency of

the code used to read the data f¡om the DSP. It should be noted that because a fixed

point DSP is used to implement all calculations, all variables must be either integer

or integer fractions [ref.26]. This puts a restriction on feedvalue of it being greater

than 2, since in the instead of doing the division in (eq. 14) on page 64 the

reciprocal of feedvalue is precalculated and thus multiplication is used. This is

because multiplication is much faster than division and we would like the feedback

loop to execute as fast as possible.

5.3,2 Vectored Routines on the DSP

All subroutines on the DSP are triggered by interrupts. At loading time for the

DSP softwa¡e all variables are initialized and the program goes into an infinite

loop. The feedback routine, as mentioned earlier executes through a timer inter-

rupt. The timer generates an intemrpt periodically and forces the feedback routine

to execute, thus keeping the sampling rate constant. The rest of the routines are

used to change the variables in feedback routine, with the exception of; the Pro-
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grammable filter routine which simply sends and eight bit number to the address

of that device, the stepper routine which takes care of stepping the motor in one

direction or the other, and the meter routine which simply samples the ADC

Channe 16 once and sends the value to PC. All other routines are related to the

feedback routine. A table for the vectored routines is as follows, the listing for

this program is included in Appendix D.

Routine name or purpose
Vector Written
by PC DSP Address

Start of DSP program P:0M076

Enable Time¡ Interfupt 8616 P:000C76

Trigger Stepper Motor Ectt P:0018 76

Read Channel6 for Voltage Meter 8Dló P;001476

Default Time InteÍupt Vector 8E l6 P:001C76

Reserved óf l6 P:001E76

Default Host Transmit fnterupt Enable HTIE 90 l6 P:002216

Digitally Programmable Filter 921d P:002416

Change Xoffset 93t6 P:002616

Change Yoffset 94 td P:0028 
7 6

Enable HTIE 9s 16 P:002416

Disable HTIE 96 t6 P:002C 16

Toggle Feedback Orì./Off 9716 P:0028 ¡6
Change Xscansize 9816 P:003076

Change Yscansize 99¡d P:003216

Cha¡ge bias Voltage 9Ai6 P:003416

Change Proportional Feedback Constant Kp 98ta P:003616

TABLE 7. Hexadecimal Values for PC vector interrupts to DSP
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Routine name or purpose
Vector Written
by PC DSP Address

Change Integral Feedback Conslant Kp 9c l6 Pr003876

Change Scan Rat€ 9Dts Pr003476

Change Set Point 9El6 P:003C76

7 vector to

5.4 IBM Compatible Personal Computer User Interface

The PC implements the user interface aspect of the SPM controller. The inter-

face was written by David T. Shimizu, and is based on the code for the AFM inter-

face. Several limitations of the AFM interface have been removed in this version

of the program. The major ones are: (i) the ability to obtain two images at the

same time (as opposed to one in the earlier version), (ii) the range on the PI gains

(K¡ and Kp) has been increased from 1,000 (1 tol,000) to 20,000C10,000 to

i0,000), and (iii) 20-bit images are obtained as opposed to l6-bit. The numbers

for the PI gains have no units, and are not to be considered loop gains. The real

gain are dependent on the SPM being used, and the sampling period. The sign

required for negative feedback depends on the setup ofthe detection on the con-

trol signal (i.e. we could change the sign on the detector for the AFM by adding a

unity gain inverting amplifier), for this reason negative gains have been allowed in

this program,

The ability to obtain two images at the same time was implemented in such a

way such that future expansion was possible. In other words if there is a need to

obtain three images at the same time this can be done without any major software
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modifications. In the AFM interface this was not the case, as a result the software

had to be re-written to conform to the DPMI (DOS Protected Mode) standard.

DPMI, is a DOS extende¡ that allows more than 640kbytes of memory to be

accessed by the programmer (up to l6Mbytes).

Other routines to reflect the new hardware present on the Analogue VO board

were also added. One of these is used to program the Digitally Programmable

F.ilter from Frequency Devices.

5.5 Chapter Summary

The SPM instrument includes a significant amount of software. An analysis of

the impact ofthe software on the control system, is a research topic on its own

right. In this chapter the basic workings of an approximation to a PI controller

have been presented. The effects of this approximation, on the control system is

beyond the scope of this thesis. The effects of this approximations to a PI control-

ler, as well as the effects of the PI controller itself vary from instrument to instru-

ment.

The vectored ¡outine approach to interfacing '"vith the PC was presented. This

scheme has worked satisfactorily. The programming of the Xilinx FPGA,

programming of the DSP56000 boa¡d, and starting the user interface on the IBM

compatible PC have been combined into a single DOS command. This command

is basically a batch file that executes all three pieces of software in the required

sequence. The different patameters for different instruments are also loaded on

start-up. For example the AFM, SRM, and STM have different constants for the
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PZT displacement, based on this the following parameters are calculated a

indicated in table 8.

Instrùment AFM SRM

PZT Constants in Angstroms/Volt

Lateral (X,Y), Vertical (Z)

240L,82V 1200L, r33V

Fjeld Of View (max, X,Y)

Maximum Vertical Displacemenl
(z)

9.6 um

3.3 um

48 um

5.3 um

Minjmum Step (lbit) in Ang-
stroms

Lateral(X,Y), Vetical (Z)

0.09 Angstroms L

0.03Angstroms V

0.46 Angstroms L

0,05 Angstroms v

TABLE 8.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions &
Recommendntions

6.1 Conclusions

The primary objective of this thesis project was to design and implement a dig-

ital control system for scanned probe microscopes. The design of such a system

involved the design ofcustom hardware. The design constraints for the custom

ha¡dware were outlined on this thesis, Based on this criterion, an Analogue VO

board was designed and constructed. This board implements various features that

are desirable in SPM control system's data acquisition boards. This custom hard-

ware was interfaced to a DSP56000 board which includes the DSP56001 chip from

MotorolaTM. The control system's user interface was then built on an IBM com-

patible PC namely a 486DX2-66 motherboard with an ATi SVGA video card (res-

olution of 800x600 pixels in 256 colours).
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The emphasis ofthis thesis is on implementing the electronics, and softrvare on

which to build a control system, and not on the performance of the control system

itself. As such, only an approximation to a proportional integral (PI) controìler has

been implemented. This was done to verify the operation of the system as a whole.

The actual quantization range on the data converters was also evaluated. This

was done to avoid the any miss-understanding on the capabilities of a data

converter and its useful data. For example if a data converter is specified as 20-

bits, but the noise level is more than one Least Significant Bit (LSB) then its useful

range is reduced and equal to the minimum voltage signal that can observed. Ifthe

noise in rhe 20-bit system is on rhe order of the 2nd LSB (i.e. bit # 2 with bit #20

being the most significant), then the useful range has been reduce to 18 bits, since

the last bit is uncertain.

The DSP software was re-written to handle two images at the same time. The

new software takes into account the higher resolution of the data converters. A

couple of "bugs" found in the old software are wofih mentioning: (i) sign extension

of the digitized input signal was not implemented conectly, as a result the old

control system only worked with positive control signals, (ii) the integrator was

implemented as a running sum, and its limits were never checked, as a result the

integrator would oscillate whenever it overflowed. Both of this have been

corrected. The code still operates within 30.5 us, and can be optimized to operate

even faster. Altematively the second feedback loop to compensate for changes in

resistance of the sample in the SRM can be implemented digitally in the DSP,
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making the SRM controller completely digital (currently only topography change

compensation is done digitally).

The new features of the systen as a rvhole should prove very flexible for future

developments. The custom designed ha¡dware fulfilled all the objectives that we

set out to accomplish. Although the bandwidth of the controller has not yet

reached the 50kHz sampling rate set out in our requirements, this is not a limitation

on the custom designed ha¡dware but is more closely related to the DSP

performance, an upgrade to a faster DSP such as the DSP96000 from Motorola

should make this requirement a reality.

6,2 Recommendations

It was mentioned in chapter 4 that input channel 5 suffers from "spikes" that

seem to appear randomly. The appearance of this glitches may be due to the way

the ADC is read by the Xilinx sequencer. The reading sequence is automatically

started by reading channel 5. As a result if channel 5 is read before the sequence

is complete, the sequence is restarted. This does not give enough time for the

sample and hold to track the signal, and erroneous results will be obtained this

way. A detailed simulation ofthe read process would be ideal to identify any

potential problems arising from this scheme.

One of the most important aspects of a control system are of course its perform-

ance or response to a desired input. The emphasis on this project has been on the

implementation of the controller itself and not the optimization with respect to

certain criteria. The performance of a control system is often specif,ed as its
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response to a typical input in the context ofits specific purpose. For example if a

control system is meant to move a motor in steps, then its step response is a typical

input and the time it takes for the motor to step to the desired position would be a

measure of its performance.

The performance of a digital control system is closely related to its hardware as

well as the software algorithm. Since it is my belief that upgrading to a faster DSP

will automatically increase the execution time of the feedback algorithm and

therefore the sampling period; I suggest that upgrading to a faster DSP be

considered as a means of obtaining the 50kHz sampling bandwidth.

The replacement of the DSP board would also imply modification of the

interface board between the PC and DSP. Curently this is done through an 8-bit

ISA (Industrial Standard Interface) bus card. It would be more desirable to

redesign this card from the ground up. The ISA bus runs at around SMHz and at 8

o¡ I 6 bits it degrades the perfomrance of both the reading and reconstruction of the

data in the PC interface. To read a single entry ina256 array the PC must access

the ISA card 3times (3 bytes, 8 bits each) the 24 bit value (DSP words are 24 bits)

must then be reconstructed into a single variable (a 32 bit integer in the PC), after'

which it must be sign-extended to 32 bits. The redesign of this card would allow

the card to be targeted to the PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) bus

standa¡d that allows 32 bit transfers to occur at the processor speed. In our curent

PC this implies that the element could be read at the speed of 33MHz (PCI speed

for a 486DX2-66 PC). This value would be automatically sign extended by the
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hardware, or in the case of the DSP96000 no extension would be necessary since

the DSP word length is 32 bits.

The need to speed up the interface arises from the display performance of the

SPM image display system. Cunently at slow scan rates (2 to 10 Hz ¡ow scan

period) the display keeps up with the data being received. At higher speeds

however the images being displayed start missing rows. Although upon retrieval

of the image it appears to be correct, the display system does not reflect the data

we are acquiring. Code optimization is one solution, but the eliminating of the ISA

bottleneck would prove to be a long term solution when more then two images are

to be acquired simultaneously.

The generation of the X and Y raster signals has remained linear thoughout both

the AFM controller and now the SPM controller. However the fact cannot be

ignored that the PZI is a nonlinear device. A solution to this problem would be

close loop control of the PZT in the lateral directions. Although this is desirable,

its implementation would be to complicated for a small gain in overall system

performance. Instead the generation of non-linear raster signal to linearise the

response ofthe PZT should be considered. This could be implemented in software

or in hardware through the use of "smart DACs". These "smart DACs" could be

implemented in the FPGA by eliminating channels not being used by the cunent

instrument (the AFM uses only three DACs, and one ADC out of six of each).

These "smart DACs" would be given the scan rate and size, and would generate

either a linear raster signal or a non-linea¡ one through the use of pre-calculated

look-up tables.
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This is essentially moving the workload from the DSP softwa¡e into the

hardware. This is already accomplished in the current VO board. The serial writing

and reading of the DACs is all done in ha¡dware (in the FPGA). Sign extension of

the 18-bit ADCs is also done in hardware, saving the DSP about 5 instruction

cycles per every channel being read,

Finally the DSP softwa¡e should incorporate routines specifically designed for

the type of microscope being controlled. The feedback routine that currently runs

on the DSP samples two channels and controls one. The data from these two

channels is then sent to the PC. In the SRM both of this channels are used (one for

topography and the other for resistance), but in the AFM the other data is just

disposed-of. Instead of a physical feedback routine a pointer that could be changed

from the PC by the user could be used. This pointer would point to the appropriate

feedback routine for the specific instrument being used. In this manner the DSP

software would not have to be modified, and different feedback schemes could be

introduced simply by adding a new routine, and a specific address that points to it,

in the DSP software.
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Schematics for the Analogue VO Board
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Appendix B

Mask Flots for PCB Construction of the

Analogue VO Board
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Appendix C

Schematic Representation Of Xilinx

XC3195 Field Programmable Gate Array

Configuration
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Appendix D

Listing For Xilinx Configuration Software

And DSP Xhandler & Subroutines



XDOWNLOD. CPP

/ / *********** **************

// soft.ware to Download a *.mcs file to xilinx trough // port
/ / Dale: 20 / 06 /95
/ / Àuthor: Àvid Lemus

//***********

* i-nclude <sldio. h>
+include <stdlib. h>
#include <conio. h>
*include <dos. h>

// Function protolypes

void do!,rnload_xi linx {void) ;
int conver E-t o_binary (FILE *fi1e-in);
int trans-ihex_line (unsigned char *line_in) ;
int translate (unsigned char c);
int bit_shift(int port,unsigned char byte);

// cloba1 variables

unsigned char binary_fi1e [0x1000] ;
int binary_f i 1e_length = 0;
inl parjortl = 0x378;
inl par_strobe = 0x3 7a;

inl bit_shift (unsigned char byte) //bit shift serially Lo xilinx
{

int bit_count, bit;

f or (bit-count=0 ; bit_count<=7 ; bit_count++ )
(

bit. = ((byte >> bit-count) & 0x01) 10x02;
outportb(parjortl,bit)ì / /latch bít data
outportb(par_strobe,0x01); //ccIk lorq
outportb(par_strobe,0x00); / /cclk hi

)

return (0);
)

int translate (unsigned char c) //translating ascii Lo hex fo
rmat
t

if ((c >= 48) && (c <= 5?))
{

c -= 48;
)
else
{
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c -= 55;
)
return (c);

)

int trans_ihex_line ( unsigned char *llne-in) // translating ascii t
o hex l ine
t

unsigned char i, c, byte_count;
unslgned char binary_fiIe [0x80] ;
ínt binary-f i le*l ength = 0;

i nt. count ;

if ( ( line-in l0l ==' :' ) && ( line-in l7 I ==' 0' ) && ( line-in t8l ==' 6' ¡ ¡

{
byle-count= ( (translale ( line-in [ 1 ] ) ) <<4 ) | ( translate ( line-in [2 ]

));
for (i = 0;i < 2 * (byte_count) ;í += 2)
{

binary-f ile Ibinary-f i Ie-length] = ( { translate ( line-in I i
+91 ) )<<4 ) l(translate(line-inIi+10]) );

binary-f i 1e_length ++;
)

)
for (count = 0; count < binary_fi1e_length; count++)
{

bit_shift {binary_file lcountl ) ;
)

ret.urn (0 ) ;
)

jnr c onver r-t o-binary (FILE *file-jn)
{

unsigned char line-in[0x80] ;
inl sLrj-ng_length = 0x80;

fgets (line-in, string-length, file-in) ;
r,¡hile ( ! f eof (f ile_in) )

{
t rans_ihex_I ine (1ine_in ) ;
fgets (1ine-in, string-length, file-in) ;

)
return (0);

)

void download_xi1 inx (void)
{

FILE * f i 1e-in;
unsigned char name[80] ;
printf ("Enter the Xilinx dolmload bit file. \n\r");
qets(name);

file_in = fopen( name, "rb" );
if ( file-in == NULL )

{
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printf ("\nFile not found. ' ) ;

)

else
(

convert-¡o-binary ( f i 1e_in ) i //reaðy to convert bit file
)
fclose (f i le_in ) ;

l

main (void)
{ outporL (parjort1,0x00) ; //reseb xilinx

delay(100);
outport (parjortl, oxFF) ;
outportb(par_strobe,0x00) ; //sel cclk hi
dorvnload_xi I inx ( ) ;
outportb(par-strobe,0x00) ; /,/set cclk hi
return 0;

)
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,/ 
* xlfÀNDLER. C, OCT. 95 * /

/ * revised by .A,VID LEMUS
/* z-volt (fn6) and In5 are sent ¿o ¿he Pc */
/* Reads VecEored interupts from the HOST (PC) and multiplies the */
,/* VaLue by 2 to get the address of the service routj.ne to which lhe */
/* the program counter goes. a maximun of 32 such inLerupts are */
/* available (ie. sbits) * /
/* When Doing feedback. Every time it finishes a row it should send */
,/ * iL to the PC via an Iì,1'I 7 RREQ. * /
/* Now driven by timer interrupts. This prograrn sends the line nunber */
/* before Ehe data, */

/* DSP conseanls CONTROL REGISTERS and such

+de f

#de
#de
#de
#de
*de

+de
#de
#de
#de
#de
#de

ne PBC x:$ffeo /* Port B Bus Conerol regisEer
ne HCR x:$ffe8 /* host. conErol register
ne HSR x¡$ffeg /* host sÈatus register
ne HRX xr$ffeb /* hosc receive register
ne HTX x:Sffeb /* host transníE register
ne IPR x:Sffff. /* inlerrupt p¡iority regiscer
ne SCR x:Sfff} /* Serial conns. Interface control regisler
ne SCCR x:$fff2 /* SCI clock control register
ne PCC x:$ffeL /* Port c Control Register
ne PCDDR x:$ffe3 /* PaîL c Daia Direction Register
ne PCD x:Sffes /* PorL C Data Regist.er
ne BcR x:$fffe /* Bus control Register

/* Memory mapped I/o conslants... (i.e. À¡alog L/o board ) */

#define CDÀ1 y:Sa000 /* X D/A, 20 biE.s, +/- 200 v */
#define cDÀ2 y:Sa001 /* Y D/A, 20 bits, +/- 200 v */
#define cDÀ3 y:$a002 /* z D/A, 20 bits, +/- 200 v */
+define CDÂ4 y:$a003 /* v D/A, 20 bits, +/- L0 V */
+define CDÀ5 y:$a004 /* v D/A, 20 bits, +/- 10 V */
*define CDA6 y:Sa005 /* V D/A, 20 bits, +/- IA v */
#define FDPF y:SaO06 /*Dig. Prog. FitEer Cu¿-off-f=value(51kHz/256))*/

#define cADl y: S4000
#define CÀD2 y; $a00i-
#define CÀD3 y: Sao02
#define cÀD4 y r Sao03
#define cÀD5 y: Sao04
#define cÀD6 y: Sao05

/* In 1 À/D, 18 biEs, convert 1&2
/* In 2 A/D, 18 bits
/* rn 3 À/D, 18 bits, convert 3&4
/* fn 4 À/D, 18 bits
/* fn 5 À/D, 18 bits, convert 5&6
/* In 6 À/D, 18 bits

/* some Variables used in lhis program

int darray[5L2];
inE i;
inl dacacounter;
inE xoffset, yoffset;
inL xsignedoffset, ys ignedo f fseE;
inE xsEeps i ze, ystepsize;
inE xincfaccor;
inE yincfactor;
int pconst, iconst;
int selpt, vollage i
int delEaz, error;
int sum, oldsum;
int zin, rin;
inc xout, youL, zout;

/* new image data
/* counter
/* index Eo daEa array */
/* sEarE pE of a rasE. line*,/
/* signed offseE */
,/* spacing betw. image pls */
/* scanning lefE or riqhL? +/
/* scan¡ing up or down? x /
/* Intergral & Proport ional *,/
,/* feedback scuf f
/* feedback sluf f
/* running integral vars, t /
/* digitzd inputs t /
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int mecer; /* value at ÀÐC for meE.er
int stepdir; /* direct.. ín which Eo step*/
int stop; /* PC sEop/starE of ÀFM
int feedcounEer; /* count how many t.imes feedback
has */

/* been updated at thj-s point */
int xfrac;
int feedvalue;
inc xinc, yinc;

main o
{

/z
movep *I,PBC ; enable host porE, no interrupts
movep +o,HCR ; clear host status

movep #o,PCC ; initialize PorC C for paral1e1 I,/O
movep #S7,PCDDR ; seE biLs PCo, PCL, PC2 as outputs
movep #o,PCD ; write 0's !o PorE C ouEpuE pins

movep #S070f,BCR , Initialize Bus Control Register seEcing

; number of wait states to 0,4,0,F on X,Y,P,
; and I/o memory respectively

movep #$c800,lPR ; set priorities in IPR

^ÈìÂêr_\ 
; turn on timer interrupc with priority 2 {hi

; turn on hosE interrupt with priority 1 (mid
dle )

move +o,SR ; unmask interrupts, accept any priority
movep #4,HCR ; enable host coÍìrnand vector only

movep #$0000,SCR ; di-sable timer j"nterrupt to start
movep #S008,SccR ; set timer interrupt rate at l-0*256 per seco

nd
; (arbitrarily chosen) .

; Inlerrupts / second
; tosc / (64 * l7 (scP) + 1) * (cD + 1))
t Not.e LhaE Ehis j-s the same equation
; as for SCI async baud rate.
; For L ms, scP = 0,
; CD = 0001 0011 1111-
; For I Hz, SCP = 1,
; CD = 1111 1111 1111

z/
,/* Initj-al-ize Image Dala to Zero
for (i=51-1; i>=0; i--) darraylil = 0;

/* Initial-ize the rest of the variables */
datacouncer = 0; /* array councer

error = 0; seEpt = 0; /* feedback variabl-es */
sum = 0; oldsum = 0; /* star! int.egral at. 0 */
zi.n = 0; rin = 0, /* sampled variables */
zout = 0; xout. = 0; yout = 0; /* Ê)iezo volt.ages */
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xstepsi.ze = 1; ysEepsize = 1;
xoffseE = 0; yoffseE = 0;
xsignedoffset = -L2'l ì
ysignedoffset = -12'7 ¡

xincfaccor = 1; yincfactor = -1;
xinc = 0; yinc = 0;
feedcounter = 0;
feedvalue = 1;

/* inicial síze 256 ls bits*/
/* star¿ at center of scan */

/* make x,y simm. about 0 */
/* scan directions */

/* Inicialize xfrac co scan at 2 Hz
/z
move *0-03125,y1
move yl, y ¡ Yxfrac
*/

(;;)

end program */

; relax X piezo
¡ relax Y pie zo
; relax OUC 4 DÀC
; relax Ouc 5 DÂC
r relax OUE 6 DAC

;rnitialize Digically Prog. Filter f.o 5I.2Khz
;IniciaÌize z to -100 volts

/* infinite Loop */

/).***** rnterrupt Driven Routines are Grouped in the Following Files ******/

* i.nc lude "feedback.c"
#include "interupt.c"
#include "uti1s. c "
#include "scansíze.c"
*include " vector. c "

/* iniEialize the
/* range to start
/z
move #S000000, x0
move x0, CDÂ1
move x0, cDÂ2
move x0, cDÂ4
move x0, cDÀ5
move x0, cDÀ6
nove #So3FFFF, x0
move x0, FDPF
move x0, cDÀ3

DA.c's to the cenEre of their */

for
(

)

I /*
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feedl¡ack o
{
/* subroutine to update feedback *,/
/* Catled by scI limer incerrupc veclor at. p:$001c */
/* Called by interrupt to p:$001c */
/z

nove CÂD5,x1 ; starL conversion on channels 5 & 6
move CÀD3,xL ; start conversion on channels 3 & 4

rep #64 ; wair 6.4 us
nop
move cÀD6,a ;read Ehe digiLized value from PSPD
move cÀD4, b
move a1, Y: Yzin istore il
move b1, Y: Yrin ;slore it

; CÂICULÀTING THE ERROR
move Y:Yzin,xo ; read zin into data acc. x0
move Y:Yse!pt.,b ; read setpt ineo acc. b1
sub xo,b ; setpt-zin go inEo acc. b1
move bl,Y:Yerror ; error = {seEpt - zin)

; UPÐÂTE THE RIINNING SUM ( INTECRÀL )

move b1,x0 ; load error ineo x0 ready for multiplicaEion
nove Y:Yiconst.,xl ; load t.he integral gain
move Y:Ysum,a1 ; load sum into acc, a
move al,Y:Yoldsum ; save old sum in case of saEuration
macr x0, x1, a ; sum=sum+ icons t * error
move al-,Y:Ysum ; save the updated sum

; CATCULÀTE THE P I FEEDBACK (Z VOLTAGE)
move Y:Ypconst,xl ; pconst -> acc. x1
macr x0,xl,a ; zout= (sum + iconst*error) + pconsl*error
move al,Y:Yzout ; save updaEed zout
move a1,a ; sign extend a1 to 55 bits move 0 into a0

; CHECK FOR SATURATION LIMITS +/- 2^I8 ( HÃLF DÀC RÀNGE)
move #>$3ffff,xo ; 3ffff -> acc. x0
cmp xo,a ; is zout >= 3ffff ?
jlt LI2 ; if not skj-p nexE. 2 instructions
move x0,Y:Yzout ; else zout=?ffff i.e saÈurated
move Y:Yoldsum,xl ; if saturaLed don'E inEegrate äny more -
move xl,Y:Ysum ; keep the old inEegral value
jmp Ll1 ; don't check for negaEive saEuralion

)Lt2
move #>Sfc0000,x0 ; -3ffff -> x0
cmp xo,a ; is zou! =< -3ffff ?
jst Ll1 ; if noE. skip next Ínstruction
move x0,Y:Yzouc ; else zout=-7ffff ie saeurated in - directio

n
move Y:Yoldsum,x1 ; sane as in positive saluration since r,Je

move x1,Y:Ysum ; want !o stop ineegrating j-f eieher happens
lLll-

; PUT OUTPUT fN PROPER FORM.AT FOR 0 -> 2^19 RÀNGE (-Z)

move Y:Yzout,a t load zout inco a1
move #>$40000,x0 ; add offset = 2^18 (-l-00V)
add xo,a ; add the offseE
move a1,CDÀ3 ; send it to z DAC
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; CAICULÀTING X RÀSTER SIGNAL
move y:Yxinc,x0 ; load xinc=> counter 0->255*feedvalue
move Y:Yxfrac,xl ; load xfrac= 1/ feedvalue
mpyr x0,x1,a ; calculate xinc*xfrac
move a1,x0 ; we are interes¿ed in the inEeger parE
move y:YxsteÞsize,x1 ; load xstepsize
mpy x0,x1,a ; calculate xst eps i ze *xi-nc *xfrac
asr a ; correct sign extension,. ' DsP specific
move ao,a i geE ready to add offset. a0->a1
move y:Yxsignedoffset.,xl ; load xsignedoffset
add x1, a i a1=X=xsignedoffset+xstepsize*xinc*xfrac
move a1, CDA1 ; output lhe ne\.J X val-ue

; INCREMENTING X RÀSTER COUNTER
move y:Yxinc,x0 ; load xinc into x0
move y:Yxincfac¿or,a ; load xincfactor...ie scan direcEion
add xo,a ; and x0 with al ...Result in a1
move al,yrYxinc ; xinc = xi.nc + xincfactor

; INCREMENTING THE * OF FEEDBÀCKS COUNTER
move #>$1,x0 ; load 1 into x0
move y:Yfeedcounter,a ; foad the fêedcounter into al-
add xO,a y:Yfeedvalue,xl ; add the above 2 result in a1
move a1 , y: Yfeedcouneer ; feedcounter = feedcounter + 1

; JU¡4P OUT UNTIL ENOUGH FEEDBÀCKS ÀRE ÐONE
cmp x1,a ; compare feedcouncer with feedvaLue
j1t L100 ; jump out if feedvalue - feedcounter < 0

; ENOUGH FEEDBACKS.. 'RESET FEEDBÀCK COUNTER
move #>$0,a ; reset a
move a1 , y: YfeedcounEer ; load 0 into feedcounter

; SÂVE Z VOLTÀGE TN DÄTÀ ÂRRÀY
move Y:YzouL,a ; load data in acc. a
move YrYdatacounLer,b ; load datacounter in acc. b
move #Ydarray,xo ; load darray-pointer
add xo,b ; offset darray-poincer by datacounter
move b,r5 ; move Ehe daEapoinLer in 15
move a1,Y: (r5) ; darray ldalacounter ] = zouE

; INCREMENT DATÀ COIINTER
move Y : Yxinc factor, x0 , load xincfacEor (i.e scan direction)
move Y: YdatacounLer, a ; load datacounter in a1
add xo,a ; add xincfactor lo datacounter, result in a1
move a1,Y:Ydatacounter ; datacounter = daEacounter + xincfaclor

; SÀVE R VOLTÀGE IN DÂTA ÀRRÀY (RESISTÀNCE FOR SRM)
move Y:Yrin,a ; load daEa in acc. a
move Y:YdaEacounter,b ; load datacounter in acc. b
move +Ydarray,xo ; load darray-pointer
add xo,b ; offset. darray-pointer by dalacounter
move b,r5 ; rnove the datapoinEer into 15
move a1,Y: (r5) ; darray lda¿acount er ] = rin

; INCREMENT DÂTÀ COUNTER
move Y:Yxincfactor¡x0 ; load xincfaccor (i.e scan dÍrection)
move Y:Ydacacounter,a , load daEacounter in a1
add xo,a ; add xincfactor lo datacounter, resuÌt in al
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nove a1,Y:Ydalacounter i datacounler = daEacounLer + xincfact.or

; CHECK TO SEE TF WE H.âVE REÀCHED THE BEGINNING OF A ROW

; TF YES CHÀ.NGE X SCÀN DIRECTTON, RESTÀRî DÀTA COI'},ITER
; ÀND EXIT FEED BÀCK ROUTINE

move #>S0,xL ; load 0 into acc. xl-
move Y: Ydatacounter, a ; load dalacounter into aL
cmp x1, ajse L22

) L22

move Y : Yy j.nc, a
move #>Sff,x0
c¡lll')jec L26
cmp xL, a
j ne L2'1

lL26

; load lj.necounter into a1
; load 255 into acc. x0
; calculate l inecount er- 2 5 5

; if linecounter=255 ctlÀNGE Y scÂN DIRECTToN
; value in x1=0 calculate a1-0
t if linecounter ís no¡ = 0 EXIT CHECK

move Y:Yxincfactor,a , load xi.ncfacEor
neg a ì change scandirecEion
nove a1, Y: Yxincfactor ; xinc fact or= -xinc fac¡or

nove #>So,a ; load 0 into a
nove al,YrYdaEacounEer i datacounter = 0 (RESET datacounter)

jmp L100 ; EXIT FEEDBÀCK RoUTINE

; CHECK SEE IF WE HAVE REÀCHED THE END OF A ROW

; IF NO EXIT FEEDB.ACK ROUTINE, IF YES CIiANGE X SCAN DIRECTION
; DISÀBLE TNTERRUPT TIMER

nove #>$1ff,x0 ; load 511- into x0 ( 2 images of 256 pixels)
nove Y:YdatacounEer,a ; load daEacounter Ín al
cmp xo,a ; calculaEe datacouncer - 511-
jle L100 ; if datacounter-511 <= 0 then EXIT FEEDBÀCK

movep #$0000,x:$fff0 ; disable timer interrupt rMrE

move Y:Yxincfact.or,a ; load xincfactor
neg a ; change scandirecLion
move al-, Y: YxincfacEor ; xinc factor= -xinc facgor

move #>$Lff,a ; Ioad 511 into a
move a1,Y:Ydatacounter ; datacounter = 511 (SET datacounter)

i calculate daLacounter - 0

, if datacounEer >= 0 then exit this check

; CHECK IF WE HÀVE REÀCHED THE TOP OR BOTTOM OF THE IMÀGE
; ÀND CHÀNGE Y SCAN DIRECTïON

I L27

move YrYyincfactor,a ; load yj.ncfactor (Y scAN DTRECTIoN)
neg a ; change Y scan direction
rnove a1,Y:Yyincfactor ; yincfactor = -yincfactor

; CÀI,CULÀTING Y RASTER SIGNÀ¡
move y:Yyinc,x0 ; load yinc=>row counEer
move Y:Yystepsize,xl ; Load ystepsize=>defines y scan size
mpy x0,xl,a ; caLculale yinc*ystepsize
asr a j correct for signed arguments (DsP SPECIFIC)
nove ao,a ; get ready to add offseE
move yiYysignedoffset,xl ; Ioad offseE+signcorrection
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add x1,a ,' calculate ys ignedo f fse! +yinc *ysteps l ze
move a1,CDÀ2 i output. t.he new Y value

; INCREMENTING Y RÀSTER COII\r'IER {ROW/LINE COUNTER)
;move y:Yyinc,xo ; Ìoad yinc inEo x0
move y:Yyincfactor,a ; load yincfact.or...ie y scan direction
add xo,a ; add x0 (= yinc) to al- ...Result in a1
move a1,y:Yyinc ; yinc = yinc + yincfactor

; SîÀRT DÀTA TRÀNSFER TO PC
, SET DÀTÀ POINTER TO BEG]NNING, ENÀBLE HOST INTERRUPTS OF
; DsP ÀND VICE-IERSÄ. . . EVERYTIME HTx Lohr BYTE IS REÀD DSP
, IS I}üIERRUPTED AND TNT. SERV]CE ROUTINE UPDÀTES THE DÀTÀ

move #Ydarray,r3 ; point data to sEarE
movep #6,HcR ; enable HCIE and HTIE
movep Y:Yyj-nc,x!$ffeb i start transfer, inte¡rupt Pc

I L10 0
rci ; return from subroutine

z/
)
/* ---------- ---------------- */

setpoint o
{
/* read in new setpoint from Pc */
/* called by cV to p:$003c */
/4

movep HRx,y1 ; read in new set point from PC

move y1, +setpt ; sEore it in variable memory
rti i return from subroucine

z/
)

changebias o
{
/* changes bias vof¿age on channel 4 */
/* called by cV t.o p:$0034 */
/z

movep HRx,yo ; read in bias voltage
move y0,Y:YvolEage ; seE bias voltage
nove yo,CDA4 ; seE bias voltage
rti ; return from subrouÈj.ne

z/
)
/* ---------- t'/

changei feedback ( )
{
/* Reads che l-feedback value from Pc di.vides it by l-0000
/* & updates it
/* called by cv Eo p:$0038 */
/z

novep HRx,x1 , read in I-feedback conscant
move #0.0001,y1 ; load 1/10000 into y1
mpy x1,yl-,4 ; x1*yL go inEo aL.a0 (integer.fraction)
asr a ; correct for signed argumenEs (ÐSP SPECIFIC)
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set iconst=PCvalue/l-0000 (sÈore frac. part)
relurn from subrout íne

move a0, + icons t
rti-

movep HRX,X1 ì
move #0.0001,y1 ;
mpy x1, Y1, a ì
asrai
move a0, +pconst ì
rt i. i

chanqepfeedback o
{
/* Reads the P-feedback value from Pc divides it by 10000
/* & updates it
/* catled by cv to p:$0036
/z

z/
)

read in P-feedback constant
load 1/L0000 ínEo y1
x1*yL go into a1. a0 (inEeger. fraction)
correct for signed argiumenEs (DSP SPECIFIC)
seE pconst=Pcvalue/10000 (store frac. part)
return from subxoutine
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enablet i.merint o
{
/* enabLes timer interrupts. ie scanning */
/* catled by cV Eo p¡$000c * /
/z

movep #52000,scR ; enable timer interrupf,
rti ; reEurn from subroutine

e"/

)
/* ---------- ---------------- */

di sabl einl ( )

{
/* change host cont.rol regisLer on DSP (different interrupls) */
/* called by a cV to p:$002c
/z

movep #4,HcR ; enable host corrunand vector only
rti ; return frorn subroutine

z/
)
/* ----------
enableint o
{
/* change HcR on DSP enabling HCV & HTIE interrups 't/
/* cal1ed by cV t.o p:$002a */
/z

movep +6,HcR ; enable host conunand vector & HTIE inter.
rti ; relurn from subroutine

z/
) _____----------- * /

startstop o
{
/* starL/sEop the ÀFM - if stop is TRUE, sEop it else star! iL */
/* called by cV to p:$002E */
/z

movep HRx,Y:Ystop ; read flag co start/stop A.FM

move Y: Yst.op, a

tsc a ì if stop..sÈop scaning
jeq L54 ; else star!..
movep +50000,scR ; disable Eimer interrupt TMIE
jmp L53 r end stop

lL5 4
movep +$2OOO,SCR t enable timer interrupt TMIE, ie sEarE

lL53 rti ; return from subroutine
z/
)
/* ---------- ----------------- */
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{
/* Single Step Lhe scepper motor in either direction )t/
/* Called by CV to p:$0018

/z
movep HRX,a ; read in step direcEion
move #>25000,x0 ; load number of clock cycles,/2 to wait.

; between sÈate changes of st.ep bit ie 2.5ms

tsE a ; is it. going dor,,Tl?
jeg L344 ; else st.ep up. .

move #>S3,a ; sef Pc2, Pc1,PCo Eo 011, o=/en,1=step,1=dir
movep a1, PCD
nop ; send step command Eo sEepper controller
nop ; and wait two cycles
rep x0 ; waiE x0 times 2 clock cycles
nop

move #>S1,a ; set PC2,PCl-,PCo fo 001, o=/en, O=step,1=dir
movep a1, PCD
nop ; send sEep command to stepper controller
nop ; toggling' step bit only
rep x0 ; wait x0 times 2 clock cycles
nop

jmp L343 ; stepping dok'n done exit

I L344
move #>$2,a ; set PC2,PCl,PCo co 010, o=/en,1=step,o=dir
movep a1, PcD
nop ; send sEep command to stepper controller
nop ; and wait cwo cycles
rep x0 ; wait x0 times 2 clock cycles
nop

move #>S0,a ; set PC2, PC1, PCo to 000, o=/en,o=step,o=dir
movep 41, PCD
nop ; send sEep conunand to sÈepper controller
nop ; toggling step bit only
rep x0 ; waiE x0 Eimes 2 clock cycles
nop

I L343
move +>$4,x0 ; load motor-off biE-mask
or xo,a ; or mask wiEh step out to preserve direction
movep a1, PCD
nop ; senE sEepou! variable lo stepper molor
nop ; turning it off

rti ; return from subrouEine
*/
) _------_---_--_-- * /

sendmeter {)
{
/* Send photodiode neter value Eo Pc
/* value is 18 bits sign extended Lo 24...2s complement */
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/* calted by Conìmand VecEor to prs001a...Pc cal-l # $1D tt/

/z
move CÀD5,x0 i start conversion Chnls 5&6

rep *64 ; waif, 64x2 clock cycles
nop

move CÀÐ6,x0 ; read the value in from the .ADC

move xo,Y:Ymeter ; slore iE in meEer variable

movep #4,HCR r enable host corünand vector only, disable HT
rE

movep Y:YmeCer,HTX ; write value Eo host data register
movep #6,HCR r enable host comnand vector & HTIE inEerrupt

rti i return fron subrouEine

ì

changecutof f o
{
/* Send I bil nurber to digit.ally prografiunable filter */
,/* Ehe cutof f = (value of binary nunlcer,/256)*5l2KEz * /
,/* Cal1ed by comnand VecEor Eo p:$0024...Pc catl # S92

/z
movep HRX, a
move a1, FDPF

rti

; read cutoff nu$ber from PC

; send it to xi.linx

r return from subrout.ine
z/
)

/* ---------- ---------------- * /
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changeyrange ( )
{
/* updaEes yrange variable & caLculaEes yfrac =yrange /yincrange */
/* effecEively changing Y step sj-ze. CalLed by CV Èo p:S0032 */
/z

movep HRX, Y: Yystepsi ze

move Y: Yys E eps i ze, x0
move #>128,y0
mpy -x0, y0, a
asr a

move a0, a
move Y: YyoffseE, x0
add x0, a
move 41, Y: Yys ignedo f f set

move #>S07ffff,x0
move x0, cDÀ3

rti

Read in New ys Eeps i ze

load ysEepsize inlo a
Load nunber of steps,/2 in 1 image
ca1culaEe -ra^ge/2
required for signed int * signed in¿,
see "Fractional and fnteger Arich$eEic
Using the DsP56000 Fanily of Generaf-
Purpose Digrital signal Processors "
resulE in a0 move it up to a1
load yoffset into x0
calculate corrected offset for
signed ouEpuE (a1 -> a1+x0)

this translaEes into sending minimum
voltage to piezo in order to lift the
Eip. i.e if the saJnple is mounced on
Ehe piezo, we shrink the piezo as much
as possible.

return from subrouE ine
z/
)

)

chanqeyof f ( )
{
/* changes the Y offseE to a value dictated by Pc */
,/* called by CV Eo p:$0028 */
/z

nìovep HRx, Y: Yyof fset

rnove Y: Yysteps ize, x0
rnove # >l-2 8, y0
mpy -x0, y0, a
asr a

move a0, a
move Y:Yyoffset,x0
add x0, a
move a1, Y r YysígrredoffseE

nove #>$07ffff,x0
move x0, cDA3

rt i

read in Y offset value

load ystepsize into a
load nuïber of steps,/2 in 1 image
caLculate -range/2
geE read of "sign bit..DSP SPECIFIC'

depends on Elæe of operands
resu1E in a0, move it to a1
load yoffset into x0
cafculate correcced offset for
signed output ( a1->a1+x0 )

this translates i.nto sending minimum
voltage to piezo in order to lift thè
t.ip. i,e j.f the sample is mounEed on
t.he piezo, we shrink the piezo as much
as possible.

reburn from subroutine

changexrange ( )
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{
/* updates xrange variable & calculates xfrac=xrange /xincrange
/* effecLivety changing x step sj.ze. Called by cv to p:50030 */
/z

movep HRx,Y:Yxscepsize ; Read in New ystepsize

move Y:Yxstepsize,x0 ; load ysEepsize into a
move +>128,y0 ; load number of sEeps/2 in f. image
mpy -x0,y0,a i calculaEe -range/2
asr a ; reguj-red for si'gned int * signed inE

; see "Fractional and Integer Àrithmetic
; Using the DsP56000 Family of General-
; Purpose Digital signaÌ Processors"

move ao,a t resule in a0 ¡nove it up to a1
move Y:Yxoffset,x0 ; load yoffset into x0
add xo,a ; calculate corrected offset for
move a1,Y:Yxsignedoffse! ; signed oucpu! (a1 -> a1+x0)

move #>So?ffff,x0 ; this translaEes into sending minimum
move xO,cDÄ3 ; voLtage co piezo in order to lift Lhe

; tip. i.e if che sarnple is mounted on
; the pj.ezo, r,¡e shrink the piezo as much
; as possible.

rci ; return from subroutine
z/
)
/* ----------
changexof f ( )
{
/* Changes Ehe x offsel to a value dictaeed by Pc
/* calted by cv Lo p:$0026 */
/z

movep HRX,Y:Yxoffset ; read in X offseE value

move Y:Yxstepsize,x0 ; load xstepsize into a
move #>128,y0 ; toad number of steps/2 in f- image
mpy -x0,y0,a ; calculate -tange/2
nove a0, a

move Y:Yxoffset,xo ; load xoffseE into x0
add xo,a ; calcuLaEe corrected offseE for
move aL,Y:YxsignedoffseE i signed ouEpuE

move +>$OTffff,xO ; Ehis translat.es into sending mi-nimum
nove xO,cD.A3 ; voLtage to piezo in order to lift the

; Eip. i.e if lhe sample is mounted on
; Ehe piezo, we shrink the piezo as much
; as Possible.

rti i return from subroutine
z/
) ,,,, ,,--,,__ */

changefeedvalue o
(

,/* calculat.es xfrac=1/feedvalue and updates feedvalue, which in turn */
/* lrhich defines lhe scan raEe since + feedbacks,/ rorv= feedvalue * 2 5 6 */
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/* TIME FoR oNE FEEDBACK = 30.5 uS, defined by Ehe interrupt rate timer */
/* called by cv to p:S003a */
/z

movep HRX, Y: Yfeedvalue ; read in new feedvalue
move *>0 , yl- ; Ioad 0 j.nto YL
move yl,y:Yxinc i reseE xinc i.e starE scanrÌing row
move y1,y:Ydatacounter i reset datacounler i.e. no daEa
move y1,y:Yfeedcounter ; resêt feedcounter => we're starEing
move #>1,y1 ; set Y1 to L
move yL,y:Yxincfactor ; scan direct.ion is "+" increasing X

move Y: Yfeedvalue, x0
move #>1, a
abs a
nop
rep #$18 ; repeat 24 tj.mes for 24 bit precision
div xo,a ; calculate 1/feedvalue
move ao,Y:Yxfrac ; save resulE in xfrac

move +>$07ffff,x0 ; thj.s translates into sending minimum
move Xo,CDA3 ; voltage ¿o piezo in order to Lift the

; tj.p. i.e if che sa:np1e is mounted on
; Ehe piezo, we shrink the piezo as much
; as possible.

rti ; reEurn from subrouEine
z/
)

/* ---------- ------------- */
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/* host conmand vector interrupc */
/* Enable limer inlerrupts */
/z

secEion enabl eE imerineerrupt
org pr$000c ; where Lo put this interrup! vecEor
jsr Fenablet imer int + 4 ; jump to routine to enabl.e t.imer interrupts
nop ; it's a 2-instructi.on interrupE
endsec

z/
/* ---------- ---------------- */

/* host. corurìand vecEor int.errupt */
/* call rouEine to step the motor ln one direcLion or the olher */
/z

section step
org prS0018 ; where to put this interrupE vector
jsr Fstepper+4 ; jump to roucine to scep Ehe motor
nop ; it's a 2-instruction inEerrupt
endsec

z/
/* ----------

/* host command veceor inEerrupt */
/* ca]l routi-ne Eo send a photodiode meter vaLue to lhe Pc t'/
/z

sect.ion meter
org p:S0014 ; where to puE this interrupt vector
jsr Fsendmeter+4 , j un'ìp to rouEine to output a meter value
nop ; it's a 2-insEruction Ínterrupt
endsec

z/
/* ---------- ---------------- * /

/* SCI timer interrupt vector
/* Ca1I routine to update Z feedback, x,Y rastering & init. data trans. */
/z

section updat.e
org p:$001c ; where to pu¡ Ehis inlerrupc vecEor
jsr Ffeedback+4 ; jump to routine to updaLe feedback
nop i it's a 2-insEruction in¿errupt

z/ ______--________ * /

,/* default host corunand vector inEerrupt */
/* send daLa frorn DsP to PC ]1 /
/z

section senddatum
org p:50A22 ; where Co put this interrupE vector
movep y: (r3)+,HTX ; move data aC pointer to output
nop , it's a 2-instruclion interrupE
endsec

z/
/* ---------- ---------------- */

/* host corunand vecEor ineerrupt */
/* Pointer Eo rout.ine to change Dig. Prog. FiIEer cutoff freq. */
/z

secEion f i 1t ercuEo f f
org p:$0024 ; where t.o put ehis interrupL vecÈor
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jsr Fchangecutoff+4 ; jump into sub. Eo change filt.er cutoff
nop ; it's a 2-instruction inLerrupE

z/
_-______________ * /

/* host cÕfiuTìand vector interrupt */
/* change x scan offset. */
/z

seclion xo f fset
org p:S0026 ; where to Þut this in¡errupt vector
jsr Fchangexoff+4 , jump to subrouEine Eo read X offset value
nop ; it's a 2-instruction inlerrupt
endsec

z/
_________________ * /

,/* host conmand vector ineerrupE */
/* change Y scan offset
/z

section Yoffset
org p:$0028 ; where lo put ¿hÍs interrupt veccor
jsr Fchangeyoff+4 ; jujnp to subrouEine Èo read x offset value
nop ; it's a 2-instruction interrupt

z/ ____ * /

/* host. command vector inLerrupE
,/* change host control regisEer on DSP (enable HTIE interrupts) *,/

section enable
org p:$002À ; where ¿o put this inLerrupt vector
jsr Fenableint.+4 ; jump Eo subrout. to enable HTIE interrupts
nop ; iE's a 2-instruction interrupt

z/ ____ * /

/* host conmand vecLor inLerruPt
/* change host control regisEer on DsP (disable HTIE inEerrupts)*/
/z

section disable
org p:S002c ; where to put this inEerrupt vector
jsr Fdisableint+4 ; jump to subrout. Eo disable HTIE j.nterrupts
nop ; it's a 2-insLrucEion interrupt
endsec

z/
/* ---------- ----------------- */

/* host cof[Tìand vecEor interrupt */
/* Eoggle z feedback on/off */
/z

section togglef eedback
org p:$002E ; where Eo put Ehis inEerrupE vecÈor
jsr Fstarcstop+4 , junp lo subroutine to sEop/start ÀFM
nop i iL's a 2-instrucEion interrupt
endsec

z/
/* ---------- - ------------ */
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org p:S0030 ; where to puE t.his interrupE vecEor
jsr Fchangexrange+4 t jump t.o subrout. lo read X range from Pc
nop
endsec

; it's a 2-insE.ruction inLerrupE

,/* host command vector i-nterrupt
/* change Y Range
/z

sect j-on Yranqe
otg p:S0032 ; where to put this interrupt vecLor
jsr Fchangeyrange+4 ; j unìp to subrout. to read Y Range from Pc
nop
endsec

; iL's a 2-instruction interrupt

z/

/* host conmand vector int.errupt */
/* change bias voltage - unused no\.J, saved for STM */
/z

secEion biasvoltage
org p:S0034 ; where to put this inEerrupt vecEor
jsr Fchangebias+4 ; jump to subrout. to read bias volt. from Pc

/* host coÍrûand vect.or interrupt
/* change x Range
/"ó

secEion xrange

nop
endsec

z/

; it's a 2-instruction inLerrupt

/* host conunand vector inLerrupt
/* change proportional feedback constant
/z

secEion pfeed

/* host command vecEor interrupt
/* change feedvalue on DsP
/z

section feedvalue

org p:$0036 ; where to put this inEerrupc vector
jsr Fchangepfeedback+ 4 ;jump to sub. to read P-feed cons. from Pc

/* host cornmand vecEor interrupE
/* change integral feedback constant
/e.

secEion i feed
org p:S0038 ; where Eo put this interrupt vector
jsr Fchangei feedback+ 4 ;jump to sub' to read l-feed cons. from Pc

; i!'s a 2-insLrucEion inEerrupt
endsec

z/

; it's a 2-inscruccion interrupE
endsec

z/
/ * -----------
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